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INTRODUCTION
Contc-!mporary conventional wisdom suggests that a radical change
in environment produces a variety of conflicts for an individual's perception of the world.

Certain geographical,

soci~1

or cultural

environments are seen as either supporting or threatening corresponding

as moving to the suburbs, integrating schools, etc., is often sought as
a reinforcement for a particular way of life.

Correspondingly, value

changes seen as undesirable are frequently attributed to environmental
change, such as moving to the big city, ghettoization, etc.
environmental

cha~ge

Indeed,

itself, whatever its substance or direction, is

usua"lly (lssumed to produce some ·impact on the outlook and va1ues of a
person undergoing such change.

This study seeks to examine such

assumptions with reference to a group which underwent dramatic environmenta-l and occupational change:

Irish women immigrants employed in

factories in the United States, 1870-1914.
I

D·id these Irish imm·igrant women who labored in factories

I

cretain their tr·aditional set of personal values once they reached the
>hig!fly ·industr·ial urban scene of the factory?

Or did these values dis-

·integr'ate under the strain of change? Did these women develop a

ne\IJ

set

of values? Or did their traditional values stretch to encompass the new
demands of clty and factory, retaining their initial character, but
gene~ating

deep unresolved tensions? Close examination will point up

some important aspects of personal adaptation to historical upheaval and
1

~

-

----------

2

perhaps suggest a legacy.
Looking at one large single group of immigrants such as the
Irish in some ways eases this research.
readily available throughout the period.

Information on the Irish is
But the problem of isolating

women's experiences and treating them in a multi·-discip'linary, socio··

cuHura1 approach is a novel and complex one.

This approach ·is a

frontier area of contemporary historical research.

Despite the diffi-

-t-------.~crlty---of-pwneei~i-rt§-,-t-l'1e-new-f3e~s-peG-t-i-ve-\·.'~-i-G-!'!-stJcJ~-an-appx.oacb_p_l".OJiJ de.·"':s'-----------

___

should lead to conclusions previously unavailable.
Because discussion of 11 values,"

11

attitudes" and other quali-

taUve factors can so quickly lead into fuzzy generalities, it is

essential that a few basic definitions be introduced here.
Values are

abstract~

generalized principles of behavior to

which the mt:!mbers of a group feel a strong, emotionally toned positive
commitment and which provide a standard for judging specific acts and
goa·ls.

Values are accepted and internalized by each group member in the

process of socialization.

Values are desired objects or goals.l

Attitudes are defined as orientations toward certain objects,
incl~ding

persons--others or oneself, or situations that are emotionally

toned and relatively persistent.

Attitudes are learned and may be re-

. gatded as more specific expressions of values or be1·iefs.

Attitudes

result from the application of general values to concrete situations.2

A value crisis is def'lned by a combination of the meanings of

·1 Georqe A. Theodorson and Achi 11 es G. Theodorson ~ ~·loderl'!
Dictio!'arx__Qf___~.Q_ciq)ogy_ (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1969)~ p. 455.

2 I b·i d. , p. 19.

-

====

values and crisis.

A ·crisis is a serious interruption in the normal way

of life of an individual or group, resulting from the occurrence of an
unexpected situation for which the individual is not prepared, and which
raises problems for which customary. responses are not adequate.

A cris·is

requires the development of new modes of thought and action.3
Sometimes new values develop as a result of a cr"ls·is.
s-ituations,
+----_s_i_tuat_i_on_~_

~xisting

In other

values may be flexible enough to accommodate the new

_lhus_,_o_the_r·_JJJ_d_i_c_es_o_-Lv_a_1_u_e_CJ''_i_s_Ls_tha n va1ue cha nq,~e~r=nu=s'-'"t_.b.._.e"---.

- - - - - - - - c _ __

investigated.

One of these is role strain.

"Role 11 refers to a pattern of behavior structured around
specific rights and duties and associated with a particular status position within a group or social situation.

Roles are how people act in

particular positions.4
Ro"le strain ·is difficuHy or stress that individuals experience
in meeting their role obligations.5
Employing these definitions, this study win examine the

tl~a

ditional envitonment and values of Ir-ish _immigrant women especially in
the light of the reinforcing factors of religion, village life and family
structure.

ThE~

evolution of these values in the

neY.J

urban industria·!

setting will then be investigated providing a basis from which to
delineate the areas of conflict,

conf~sion

and compatibility in the two

environments and in the woman's response to them.

The information

obtained from this comparative study will then be used to explore whether

or not a value crisis really occurred for these women, and, if it did,

----------3 I bi d • , p • 88 •

4Ibid., p. 356.

5Jbid.' p. 356.

-

-

-

-----

what form it took, how extensive it was and what was the character of
their response to it.

Once the value crisis question is in perspective,

evaluation can be made.
----

Why the Irish? The Irish are a valuable group to assess in
this study for a variety of reasons.

They were among the 1argest nati an-

ality groups to immigrate to the United States.

Ireland was a predomi-

nantly rural agricultural country with less industria1ization than most
-"'c.a. .n_.___ _ _ _ ~--

-Jl--~~~~,of-we-s-"&e-l''tt-~l''{}i}e-.~~·1-!u.s-tl"le-G{~~-tuY~a-1-c.on-tr-asts_w_i_t_b __:i_ndus_t_d_a]_fun_e~r_._i

cities were greater than those for immigrants from the more industrial-

ized areas of Europe.

Conversely, the fact that the Irish came with the

asset of the English language, albeit often broken English, meant that as
a group they did not face as significant a
other ·immigrant groups.

lit:~guistic

barrier as did

This factor tended to reduce the significance of

certain phenomena inherent in ·immigration such- as learning a new
language, while emphasizing certain others such as rural to urban change,
central to the concerns of this study.
Why

~'/omen?

Much attention has been paid to the immigrant Ir·ish

as a group, but the focus for the studies has been men.
tors contributed to this distortion.
o~t

A number of fac-

Men keep the same surname through-

their lives and impart it to their children.

It is thus possible to

follow them through birth, census, death and other legal documents.6

'-=-~--

They vwr'e

more often engaged in visible occupations in the society, and

what statistical and other data which can be derived from employment is
far mor-e available for males.

The right to vote, while not universally

6stephan Thernstrom, The Other Bostonians (Cambridge: Harvard
Un'lversity Press, 1973); p. 7.

5

available to all immigrant ma·les, provided even more sources of data.
Women, on the other hand, changed names with marriage and remarriage and
could not vote.

Their occupations were often unreported in city direc-

tori es, and si nee their person and property was under the abso 1ute
control of tlle·ir husbands, they had no legal existenc/at all and hence
would not often appear in the usual data sources.
These are perfectly understandable factors accounting for the
~----ex_r:-l-t.ts-i-v-e-tG-G-ll£-<}~-m9-~-i-t:l-S-tt.t-Ei-i-e-s-rna-E!-e-te-d-a-te-e-f-l-r~i-s-A____:i-mln-i-§-r--a-~i-e-B-.-¥-e-ts-.,~--- - - -

there may also be elements of prejudice which account for the selective
emphasis on men, especially the assumption that one could generalize from
the situation of male members of the group to the group itself.

This is

not the place to try to resolve questions of histor·ians' bias.

But this

study might prepa.re the ground for such resolution by providing a basis
for compctr'ing male and female imm·igrant experiences.

Unti1 that is

done~

there is no way to know whether men can be selected as a representative
sample of Irish immigrants or not.

Thus, the most basic reason for this

study's focus on \'JOmen is that they represent a most significant group,
in size if nothing else, whose experience might be expected to be somewhat different than that studied to date, but who have not yet been
adequately investigated.
Mhy 1870-1914? This period begins with the effective end of
major civil war difficulties, and the quickening of industrial and urban

growth.

It also coincides, not coincidentally, with the high tide of

imnrigration to the United States.

In 1864 the first national immigrat'ion

7i.Jt::-:nni.e "L. Wilson, Ir1e Legal _and Political Status of Women in
the United States.··(Iowa: Torch Press, 1912), p. 28. Laws pertaining to
womeri's" sEitt~!~s:·~varierl·.by state, but this was the common law of most.

=-

--

---

·-·-

6
'lm~J

vlas passed by Congr·ess ·for the purpose of encouraging immigration.

It did so by placing no physical, mental or materia1 prerequisites on

those who came.
1882.

In

1868 it

was repealed and no new 1aw was adopted un ti'l

But the ·invitation to the

11

new \<Jorld 11 was clear.

In

1882

the

development of restrict·ive imm·igrat·ion laws began and finally in 1921
legislation was passed which closed the door to all but a tr·ickle of.tht::
foreign born.

In 1910-1911 the United States government published the
.,_s___,'--'n'· --'f_.,-o_._rn....na.. _t,._.i._. .o._._,nc___________

~----1rC~SH-1-t-s-s-f----"2-i<-t--@,"l~-i-v-@---S-twd-i-es-o!'l_jmmj_g~<:l._tj_on_,_Lt_w_a_~_t~h__._i

which provided some important background for the 1921 legislation effectively ending immigration.

1914

marked the beyinning of World War I and

a dramat·ic change of focus in United States history from internal industrialization to war production and the arena of world politics.
The re'lat,i onshi p between imm·i gration and industry grew throughout
the period 187G-1914.

The first stage of industrialization in the United

States, the buildup of heavy industry and transportation in the 1860's
and 70's gave way to the increase of machinery and factory mass product·ion of goods requiring huge unski 11 ed 1abor forces.

Immigrants provided

a source of labor cheaper than the local population and the consequent
savings to industrialists was one among the many factors contributing to
the rapid grmvth of industry.
Intertwined with the growth of industry was the grm<Jth of cit·les.
Cities housed farm migrants displaced by agricultural technology as well
as imnrigrants to America.

The financial situation of most immigrants

barely provided money for passage and did not include capita·! to acquire
land.

Friends already located in cities offered them comfort, shelter,

information and contacts to acquire work from v;hich they hoped to save
enough to move to the land.

The growth of cities and the needs of

7

indus try fed upon one another and bee a. me essenti a1 to each other.
industry needed population centers for a source of future

~vorkers

As
and

markets and for the psych·ic and social livelihood of employees, so cities
needed ·industry to provide jobs for their new or otherwise unemployed

inembers.
The result of this process ·is that, with regard to the factors

of inmigration, industrialization and urbanization, the period 1870-1914

immiqrat·ion, ·industrialization and urbanization \'Jere all under way prior
to 1870, the resolution of the Civil War and a number of other factors
makes that year a take-off point fof the far more significant pace of
growth in all three areas during the following four and one half decades.
Similarly the impact of World War I and the ensuing restrictive legislation makes 19"1-4· a natural closing point for a study centered on immigra-

tion.
The above thumbnail sketch of some of the variety of elements in
a topic such

a~

this study of female Irish factory workers shows in

microcosm some of the problems of social, intellectual and cultural
history in general.

Historians are forging new territory here and often

raising more questions than can be answered.8 Stephan Thernstrom makes
c~

this point well when he asks:
To what extent did differences in the cultural background
of the particular immigrant groups, or in the character of
thE• economy and the labor market at the time they first
arrived, speed or slow their progress? Did all groups
whatever their national background have essentially
s·imilar forms and chan·nels of mobility . . . . 9
BPeter N. Stearns, ed., The Impact of the Industrial Revolut·ion_:
. frgj:est.J:l,!J..~_81·ienation (New Jers.ey: Prentice-Han, 1972), pp. l-8.
9rhernstrom, p. 112.

-

===========
- - ----

Such questions are of fundamental importance and have not been given the
attention they deserve.

no

They exist in a

rnan•s land between d·isci-

plines, too sociological for historians and too historical for sociologists.10 Only upon the heels of substantially well researched and
developed individual stud·ies do interdisciplinary efforts follow.
The sources for this kind of study ·in the period proposed are
often scattered and sometimes inadequate.

Asking the response of women

habitat and occupation leads inevitably to accepting some generalizati ons based on

1im'ited samples.

rathel~

In time, as new research avenues

open, it may be possible to become more comprehensive.

this study

\~Jill dtaw

In the meantime,

on what information is currently available to de-

velop as full a picture as possible of the situation of Irish women

factor}'

workE~r.s.

Primary sources used here are the massive Immigration Reports of
191"1 11 . and the Labor· Bureau Reports ot1 the condi t"i ons of women and

children v1a~1e earner·s issued between 1910 and 1913.12
Secondary sources ·Jnclude studies of vJOmen•s minimal participa··
tion in the labor

movement~

information on the dynamics of urban-

industrial development in the United States, and conditions surrounding
immigration, studies of specific aspects of the role of women in the
labor force as well as detailed studies of the Irish in both Ireland and

10Ibid., p. 2.

llu. S. Congress, Senate, Immig_rat_ion -~om_!!!~ssion Rep.or·~~' 6lst
Cong., 3rd Sess. (1911) No. 747 Vols. 1-42.

12u. S. Congress) Senate$ Labor Bureau Report oh Condition of
Homen
and
Child ~Jage-earners in the UtiTFed-States_,-9i'li=-n-.61sf-Cong·.
~
-.
.·.
2nd Ses~. l~.lJ No. 64o Vols. 1-19.
--------;::-·l··-Q_,·,-y•-----r;--~-:---------·--·-.----~
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Amer-ica.
A few historians point out the far reaching implications of the
industrialization-urbanization process for women.

Arthur Schlesinger,

Sr., ·in his pioneering book of urban history devotes a whole chapter to
women in the city.l3 However, he deals primarily with women who are
already middle class and hence does not include immigrant factory
workers.

WilliamS. Holt points to the relationship between urbanization

Mclaughlin discusses the impact of urban industrial life upon the family
i900-1930. 15

This study, dealing with. the consequences of immigration

for family va 1ue structure, is one of the most va·l uab 1e secondary sources
for this study.

Stephan Thernstrom suggests that in the literature of social
stratification it is customarily assumed that males are the breadwinners
and carriers of the family's aspirations.

He agrees that women have

played a role in history deserving of more study and sees the lack of
their inclusion as a limitation within the discipline.l6
Such an admission is a welcome event in the field.
distinction by

st~x

While

is not usually a pr-imary focus in research, the real

13J-\rthur Schlesinger, S\~., The Ri_?e of t~~; City (NEM York:
Macmillan, 1933), pp. 121-159.
14-~!i ll"l am S. Ho 1t,

Some Consequences of the Urban Movement in
Amer-ican History, Pacific Histor-ial Review, XXII (November, 1963),
337-352.
---11

11

15v·irginia Vans Mclaughlin, 11 Patterns of Hark and Family Organi-·
zation: Buffalo's Italians,rr The Journal of .Jntet'disciplinary History~ II
.(Autumn, 1971), 299-314
l6·I·hterns t.rom, p. 7.

.

I
I

!

10

point is that women's experiences have been.assimilated to men's without
sug9esting d·ifferences.

This process appears to be similar to that by

\'lhich historians have amalgamated other

11

minorityn17 groups into a

picture of the development of modern America that was derived for a long
-

time almost entirely from the experience of white, middle-class males.
The recent d·i scovery by historians that different groups have had di fferent, equally significant roles in American history has begun to

sion of black people from our history, this one against women in urban
history has probably been strengthened by the myths which have surrounded
women, and have been accepted by both men and women.

In turn, the lack

of historical study has probably contributed to the cont·inuance of such
myths, \vhich ultirnate'ly influence the course of history.

lhtelen t~ay Hacker, "Women as a Minority Group, 11 Social.
For~~-' II I (October, 1951), pp. 60-69.

-----------------

Chapter ·1
BACKGROUND
The Utiited States underwent a major transformation.

In less than

a hundred years agricultural lands and-domestic workshops developed into
1}-------~s~~··!'-"~a._..N'--'l_._i'-'-n~:l

vances

industt'ial cities.

~Jere

Hand tools and simple mechanical contri-

replaced by machines, the craftsman's house/workshop by tile

fa.ctory; steam and electricity replaced the traditional energy sour·c("S of
water~

w-ind and muscle.

Some country folk, their former occupations no

longer viable, migrated to mining and manufacturing towns to become
workers of the new age.

Meanwhile a professional class of entrepreneurs,

finar,ciers and

of scient-ists, inventors and

managers~

prominence and expanded rapidly.

engin(~ers

rose to

The Industrial Revolution was under

way.
And revolution it was because it turned the nation upside down
and around, realigning population centers, creating complex needs for
large cities and then expanding production to fulfill them.
pt·oduction requ·ired more labor, and industry, in attracting

sor.n·ces,

(~ncouraged

Expanding
ne~tJ

labor

the growth of cHi es \t.Jhi ch in turn created more needs

for goods and services.
Rapid growth of cities created insatiable demands for lighting,
communication, heat, povJer, transportation, water, sewerage, newsprint,
street cards, coal, iron, steel, copper, lead piping and other
11

,______
>-.:

--

---------
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construction mater·ials. 1 This net\'wrk of demands upon industry caused it

to become more bureaucratic, creating specialized purchasing, marketing
and accounting departments to handle the problems of volume.
By the 1870:s the expansion of ra·ilroads and the heavy industrial

development in iron and steel, coal and associated industries was already

under

way~

and the Industrial Revolution in the United States was begin-

n"ir1g

to expand ·into \'!hat is often called "its second stage:

the pro··

beginning of World War I, the United States became an industrialized
society,

It also became an urban one:

although the absolute number of

rural dwellers continued to increase until the 1890's, cities grew even
more rapidly so that 45% of the American

peop~e

lived in cities in 1910,

and the country became more than 50% urban by the census of 1920. 2
Yet~

these overa"ll statements by themselves do not convey ade-

quate1y Uris transformation.

Even a cursory examination of the fHty

largest ·industrial cor·porations in 19093 reveals a very different make,·up

of the indu5trial sector than exists now.

The heavy concentration in

extractive industries and in those making producer's goods is obviou&.
The human reality behind these f'igures, i.e., the concentration of
workers in mines, foundries, smelters and in factories producing large
capital goods

i~

similarly obvious.

The working conditions,. levels of

lA1f-rE~d D. Chandler, Jr., uThe Beginnings of 'Big Business' in
American History~~~ in A.rnerican H·istory: Recent Interpretations, ed.
Abraham s. Eisc-:n~>tadt ·me\~ York: Thomas Y. Crowe1l, l969L pp. 90-117.

2u.

~!:.:Lt.an ·i_s;_;~,

S. Census Figures as reported in 11 Migration," .~cyclop~dia
19 50~ XV, 466.

3chandler, p. 116.

13

skill requ·ired and differences from rura·l life and work are also fairly
clear-cut.
Table 1 shows the corresponding growth of cities in this period.
It is adapted from United States Census figures, which count every place

with more than 2500 inhabitants as an urban area.

What is even more

significant here than the growth of the overall urban population sector
is the rapid expansion of large cities.
Table 1.

Urban Population Growth in the United States, 1870-19104

Total Population
Urban Popu ·1 at ion
Per Cent Ut·ban
No. of Places with:
1,000,000 or rnore
500,000- ·1,000,000
100,000 5CO,OOO
25,000 - 100,000
Per Cent of Urban
Populations in cities of:
1,000,000 or more
500,000- 1,000,000
100,000 500,000
25,000 - 100,000

1870

1910

:38,558,371
9,902,361
25.7%

91,972,266
41,998,932
45.7%
7

42
228

52

11%
16%
21%
19%

0

22%
20%
18%

These figures show the dramatic change in
one generation.

2

0
2
9

ul~ban

growth in only

Whereas in 1870 only something less than 12% of the

total American population, or about 4.5 million people, lived in cities
of 100,000 or more, by 1910 more than one out of every five Americans.
lived in cities of this size, a big-city population of some 19 mil"iion

4u. S. Census Figures as reported in ';Migration, Encycl....Q2edia .
11

.E!J!.?.!J.1~2:.• "1950, XV, 466.

14-

people.

In forty years, the number of Americans living in cities ovEO;r

100,000 had grown by more than 14.5 million, cr over 300%, and corresponding

g\~owth

had taken place in cities in the 25,000 - 100,000 range.

With the rapid growth of these cities came numerous social
pr·oblems.

Crime, police protection, unemployment, housing, health and

other social welfare needs all created a demand for local government with
the author·i ty to tax resources to a 11 evi ate the persona 1 suffering of the

manpower available.
Much of the responsibility for the enormous social problems in
the cities was shirked by big bus·iness who preferred to lower costs
through cheaper labor sources.
n:ev/1}'·· arT·i ved immigrant.

The most reliably cheap source was the

A1though some immi gr·ants were craftsmen who

brought their trade with them and gained a decent income ther·eby, the
bulk of the immigrants--especially those coming during the last decades
of the 19th century from less developed areas of Europe5--had no such
skills and no option to refuse even the poorest paid work.
As a result, much of the population swelling American large
cities came from abroad.
histol~y,

Immigration had always been a fact of American

undergoing various phases of official encouragement and dis-

couragement.

Though statistics were not collected as carefully then as

todq.y s the records in Tab 1e 2 show that from 1880 to 1890 the number of
irnrnigr·ants lf/as twice that for any previous decade.

In 1890 tvw-thirds

5Jbid. Some repfesentative figures: The following show percentages of total immigration from each area for the period specified. 186170: Bl"itish Isles 45%, Germany 34%, Italy .51%, Russia .10%, AustriaHu-ngary .33%. 1901-1910: British Isles 10%, Germany 4%, Italy 23%,
Russia .18%, Austria~Hungary 24%.

l .)t•

of the entire immigration of the vmrld was to the United States.6
Table 2.

Immigration to the United States?
g __:__: __-__-_:_

Decade

No. of

1871-1880
1881-1890
1891··1900
190'1-191 0

Immj~nts

:::;_~-

2,8'125191

5,246,613
3,687,564
8,795,386

Immigration flow to the United States refleCted the economic and
political picture rather well.

The end of the Civil War and the return

to prosperity in the late 1870 1 s brought an enormous increase in immigrant numbers.
1890 1 s,

at one

But when hard times set in with the depression of the
poi~t

the number of

i~nigrants

leaving exceeded the number

.
. 8
com1ng
1n.

The early immigrants in the nineteenth centuryhad been predominantly from the British Isles, Germany, Norway and Sweden.

The last

decade, however, brought peoples mainly from Austria-Hungary, Italy,
Russia and Poland.

The first g·roups fared better in American society

because their language was less of a barrier and they shared some cul··
tural similarities.

They were light skinned and often fair haired.

second group was more diverse in cultural origins, had a greater

The

lang~age

barrier and were often dark haired and skinned and thus more visible as
foreigners.

Their acculturation was more difficult.

Legislation affecting immigration in the period 1870-1914 went

6Allon Schoener, Portal to America: The Lower Ease Side 1870-1925
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967), p. 19.
7H>i d.

8

.

Ibid., p. 20.

_-_ _::__-:__-_-:_~::-_-:_=-=:_,:___:
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from one extreme of wholesale encouragement of all comers to a policy of
very 'limited restr·iction ·in

1882

and the establishment of the Federal

Immigration Bureau to operate the Ell'is Island port of entry inspection,
investigation and care center.

While there were many unpleasant aspects

to the Bureau, it did provide some important services by insuring that
the ·imm·igrants had people to meet them and destinations upon landing.

hospHa1 was

op~:~rated

A

on tlie Island and every immigrant had access to it

+--------'fe-r~tlf!-e-y-:~-a-~a-f-t-e-r-a-~r-i-v-a-l--.--9.___ _ _ _ _ _ __:_____________________

Many immigrants hoped to enjoy the fruits of rural America by
acquiring a plot of land and beginning a farm.

But most arrived without

sav·i n~JS and were forced to seek unski 11 ed employment in the urban industries.

Thus they provided an unend·ing supply. of cheap labor and they

flooded cit·ies whel''e they had friends, exerting even more social pr·essure

on the already overburdened population centers..

Many remained trapped in

the cities struggling with the problems of acculturation and

adjust~ent

and unable to provide for their bare necessities, much less save money to
buy land.
Among the newcomers women faced all the general adjustments of
the hard journey, new environment and acculturation, and someaddHional
difficulties.

Peasant women were in many ways less prepared than men to

deal v.Jith the experience of change itself.
hc.ve any

t~ducation,

They were even less likely to

to have traveled or to be experienced in dealing with

strange people, circumstances and ways of life.

This relative lack of

experience in the world, combined with the protective enclave of the home
and paternalistic attitudes toward women, made change all the more

9Ibid., p. 21.

-

- - - -
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anxiety--prodiAcing for women.

The more rur·al a woman•s previous existence

had been, the more dramatic and potentially disturbing was the upheaval
of

emigl~ation.

While there was a multitude of reasons why people emigrated) the
basic facts of overpopulation, famine, political persecution and financia 1 ruin often

fol~ced

people to seek a new opportunity and abandon what

l itt1e they d'it1 possess in the process.

For many there was l itt.le

ther removed from a basic understanding of the factors compelling
emigration.
The reasons for leaving were somewhat more comprehensible to men
who carried on the contacts between the home and the outer world for the
family.

Subjective1y women fe1t more in a situation beyond theil' control

and crnnprehension.
Men were in a direct relationship to the economic process while
women were culturally conditioned to be indirectly related to the world
through their husbands and fathers.

Women did, of course, raise chickens

and se 11 or trade eggs and some other dairy products, but t.hi s \'Jas a
supplementary function v1hile their primary responsibility lay in cooking,
caring for the

house~

and raising the children.

There were, of course,

women who were not married, but this was a deviation from the cultural
norm and the peasant world related to them as if they were wives and
mother's.

The departure, of males for the new world was in itself as im-

portant a reason as any for women to also emigrate, since marriage and
motherhood were;the apex of their cultural orientation.
But however humble their situation, women genetally lost more in
terms

ofsuhjetttv~ly

important material goods in leaving.

A woman•s

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - ----
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labor had gone largely into her house.

Its furnishings and implements)

however meager, were part of her world.

Some may have been part of her

dOI'iry or passed on from a parent or gr·andparent.
pected to live out her life and die in that house.
~nced

She may well have exWomen thus experi-

more concretely and directly the shock of uprootedness.
Emigration thus was a different, and frequently more difficult,

experience for women than for men.

Women in a peasant culture were even

I ess exped enced wiTlfCllange, espec1arly radTcal change, than men.

They

we1·e less advantageously situated by social and economic role to be able

to comprehend the need to emigrate.

And while they probably felt the

personal and emotional dimension of departure more strongly than males,
they also suffered more from the loss of the

~omfortable

environment of

their own homE>.
Upon arriv·ing ·jn the 11 new vmrld, 11 devoid of the comfort of a
fami-liar and supportive environment, the ·immigrant woman found herself
thrust among strangers, many of whom looked, spoke and acted differently
than anyone she had ever encountered before.

This experience was p1·o ...

foundly disorienting.
Her previous existence had been on the fringes of a monetary
economy.

In the new world money became very important for carrying out

her basic responsibilities such as feeding and clothing her family.
altet.;ed the ways of relating to those around her.

This

While the peasant

economy tended to distribute goods and services through gift,,giving,
exchanges which linked individuals socially as well as economically, the
money economy provided no such relationships and made it difficult for
her to understand such transactions.
Other economic factors altered her situation as well.

In

he~

'19

peasant existence there was little or no distinction in status or reward
between men's and women's work.
money intruded and imposed n
met'C~

It \'las all a part of the whole.

highe1~

fact that they were salaried.

the basic necessities for survival.

Now

value on certain occupations by the
Without money one could not provide
Homemaking, housekeeping and child

care in one's own home was unpaid labor.

Husband-wife relationships

wer·e subtly or dramatica"lly changed by this circumstance as well as by

shar·ed existence in the ne\'J world than when both were around the same

area and knew what each other's chores entailed.

When the woman worked,

of course, some of the above features were altered but family life virtually disappeared in the face of her long working hours.

The possibility

of conflict arose in the threat that her working may have posed to her
husband's conception of himself as breadwinner,
The family A'as the compensating factor for many immigrants.
1

Its

importance grew as parents rapidly abandoned hope of much improvement for
themselves, such as gaining enough capital to move on to farming, and
began concentrating their ambitions on their children.

This heightened

importance of children contributed to the woman's anxieties since she
bore

the pr·imar·y responsibility for the children.

She was now under far

greater pressure to continue to raise the children according to the
traditional culture and values now that the larger environment was no
longer

~upportive

of those values and culture, but potentially inimical

to them.
Previously, the extended family, church and village had provided
a supportive and reinforcing milieu for raising children.

In the new

vmrld city life posed a particular threat to this all-important function.

-

"~~--~--=-'--c__
-"-'_-..~-.=--.
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Children often worked among strangers, attended public schools and were
subjected to a multitude of peer forces beyond the mother's control.
husband was absent much of the time.

If the woman

worked~

Her

the situation

was even worse because she had less time for any knowledge of her
children.
Not all aspects of the new world were negative.

Ghettos provided

an environment which emphasized similarities with the homeland and

were transplanted from the old world to the nev1.lO More common'ly~ the
ghetto provided an environment of countrymen where language was understood, specialized foods were available, religion was practiced in common, and some remnants of the old culture were preserved.
But the ghetto \vas not the old vil'lage.

·ing

layr~r

of sociality in a larger· sea:

It was only an ·insu1at-

the city.

As Shannon points

out:
People who dwell on the land, live by the crops they
plant and harv~st, turn the soil over in their hands, dig
the turf which warms their hearth, watch the common mystery
of birth among the animals of their barnyards, and work
long days jn the fields under sun, sky and rain, come to
know deep in their bones and spirit an appreciation of the
natural world. They 'learn its unchangeable rhythms and
innate order, its cruelty and benef·lcence, and its power.
This knO\•Jl edge is the common possession of countr·y people
the world over. It is a knowledge that breeds patience,.
fatalism, a sense of awe.ll
The cHy changed a11 this.

Some of the

changes~

such as the

confinement, polluted air and streets, slum housing and lack of natural

lORudolph J. Vecoli, "Contadini in Chicago: A Critique of the
Uprooted," ~~~!'~~.L.2J Ameri_san _tJ~i s tor.1__, LI (December~ 1964), 404-17.
llwilliam V. Shannon, The American Irish
1963)' p. 7'

(New York; Macmillan,

"---· ·---··-

---·----
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environment, were visible and obvious to the immigrants.

Others, such as

the change in time-cycles provided by the shift from an agrarian to an
industrial existence worked their effects in more subtle fashion.
impact of

thes~

The

changes was different for women than for men, but the

overall rule may have been the same:

c

-~---~-~~~~---~-~---

what the new world and the ghetto

gave them? the city and the factory took away.
It is relatively easy to measure kinds of work done, numbers of

. do not lend themselves readily to quantification.

But the lack of

statistical information does not mean the problems were not real and the
cost in the quality of life often intolerably h·igh.

The bitter truth \IJas

that, for most immigrants, coming to America had been seen as a move
t(Mard

a better

(m·~

at least, less miserable) life.

had become into:lerab.le ot most wou·ld never have left.
had the money
country.

·~o

Conditions at home
Even if they had

1·eturn, there was nothing ·1 eft for them in the o1d

But few could feel highly positive toward the new world either.

The best that cou 1d be sa ·j d for it was that it \'las the 1es s er of two
evils.

To understand the dimensions of this kind of choice, though, it

is now necessary to explore the old world situation of Irish peasant
immigrant women in greater detail.
--- --

.

-

·--·--· ·-·

Chapter 2

,

__

TRADITIONAL SOCIETY: SOCIO-CULTURE AND
OCCUPATIONS OF IRISH WOMEN
Investigation of the response of Irish women to immigration,
urbanization and factory work in the United States requires a basic
+----___,urui_erstandi ng of what thei_r_lj_ves were_lj ke_pri or to these changes ··~a=s__________
well as of the causes that prompted them to so transform their lives.
Generalization about life in Ireland contains some obvious pitfalls, but
i~,

rendered easier by the relative homogeneity of traditional Irish

life~

where centuries of English oppression had reinforced cultural and
·rel-igious unities, and had prevented the development of significant
,,econorni c i nequa 1ity, industry, education or fo.rei gn trade which m·i ght
'ha.ve introduced differentiating elements into Irish society.

variety of reasons explain emigration from Ireland:

Hov1ever~

a

young people

emigrated for different reasons than older ones, single persons had
different motives than married, and some emigres left in the face of
famine and economic ruin while others departed in relatively good times.
These differences must be attended to, since they obviously condit-ion
expectations about the 11 new world, 11 but first a picture must be drawn of
traditional peasant life in Ireland.
That life was essentially village-centered.

His tori ca lly,

It-eland's fev; cHies had all been established by foreigners, and even at
the end of the nineteenth centur·y, Ireland possessed only one city,

Dubrin,

vt~ith R

population in excess of 100,000.
22

In the twentieth century,

23

as the town became the focus of modernization and of economic development, significant differences appeared between rural and town life.

But

in the nineteenth century, the town was basically a 1arger vi 11 age; and
~-

so the immigrant who came from the countryside was likely to have a very
Similar ba6kground to the one who came from a town, with Dublin and,
probably, Belfast excepted.l
The traditional

Iri~h

village was a place of stable, predictable

~---s,-ee~i-a--=:--.~e-:r--a-t.~-e-r.-s-.-E-v-e-~y-e-A-e-R-a-fl-a-Pe-l-e-t-e-p~-a;;~-.-,L\-----S-t-B-~t~-O~-i-9-Gl-~c-}:)y_o_f_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

elders ruled but the advantage of the system for the young was that their
position was likely to improve with time.2
Three basic

institutions~

along with the economic system and the

impact of English rule, shaped the lives, social roles and r·elationships,
outlooks and values of the people.

These three

institutions~

the Church,

the family and the village community itself, were inseparably interconnected in the lives of traditional Irish.

Although it is necessary to

separate these for analysis, it must be remembered that for participants
in this society they formed an integrated whole.

The fact,

then~

that

certain elements from this situation, such as the Church, could be
transported to A.merica, while others, the village, for example, could
not, meant that even the institutions which persisted through immigration
\'Jere transformed in the process, since they \'Jere no longer part of such a

lconrad M. Arensberg and Solon T. Kimba"ll, FaTily and Community
in Ireland (Cambridge: Harva1~d Un·iversity Press, "1940 , pp.;(XV-XXXIT:·-·
3-5.---::;;-uch· of the rest of this chapter is based upon this thorough socioantht'opological study of 11~e1and. Though conducted in the late 1920's,
the authors point out that little has changed in this basically
agricultural traditional cultur·e in the past two centuries.
2Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Beyond the Mel~ing
Po..!_ (Cambddge: M.I.T. and Har·vard University Press, 1963)--;p-~226·:------

-
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unity.

But, in Ireland, they had this character, and at the center of

this system lay the Church.
Religion formed the core of traditional Irish culture.

The

census of 1861 showed that, out of a total population of 5,798,967,
__.=-

;:::~---=-=-=--=-----=-==-=-c--

4)505,265) or 78% were Roman Catholics and only 693,357, or 12% belonged

to the Established Church3 or· '1the United Church of England and Ire·land."
The United Church had been ·imposed upon Ireland in 1800 by England in an
:ffort~bJ---ga+n-s-tfi'i'tli't-fDr-Hs---&httrch-;--i-n-1-86-9-E-ng-~-and-g-ave-way-t-o-----------

Ireland's wishes and the Act of Disestablishment was passed.

The clergy

of the former Established Church of Ireland, in response to this legislation and to preserve their livelihood, quickly reaffirmed their support
for the doctrine and discipline of the Catholic Church while retain·ing
th~ir

right to dissent from Rome.

The net effect was to make Catholicism

uniform thr6ughout lreland.4
The v;ay in vJ!Jich the average Irish person encountered the
Catholic Church was at the parish level.

The parish was the formal

h·ierar·chic l'epos·itory of religious belief and observance.

It was to the

parish that a person went to worship, to baptize, to retreat, to be confirmed, to marry and to bury.

The local clergyman or priest was seen as

the direct link between the individual and the higher law to which all
subscribed.
loved and
flis du~ies

The priest had a very fixed status in the community and VJas

respected~

but he was detached from the masses by his position.

were to provide religious education, moral control, ceremonial

leadership and to take an active role in recreational, cultural and
3rl Ireland~ 11 Encyc_lQ.Q?edi a Bri tanni s;_~, 1950, XII, 612.

4·Ibid.
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educational

~ae:Hvi ti:es.

The priest could move easily among the people but hewas not 11 0f
them 11 ; he belonged to another realm.

This attribution of a separate

status was due partly to religious belief, which established clerical
11

life as a

higher way 11 than lay status, and partly to educational and

socio-economic factors.

The Penal Codes dating from 1691 barred Catholic

Irish fr·omreceiving an education, along with many other pr·ivileges, and

possessed any

·1 earning.

Moreover, in a peasant society where 1ife was

dependent on land, marrying well, childr·en and other re·latives to provide
for o1d age, any i ndi vi dua 1 who did not own 1and and who was ded·i ca ted to
celibacy was naturally set apart.
~"parish

In addition, the priest usually served

for a set period of time, five to ten years, and thus he was an

outsider in another sense.5
As a result of all these factors, the priest had a crucial
lead(~rship

role "in thevillage, and a central responsibility for the

definition and elaboration of relig·ious values.

Hhile h·is authority was

overwhelming ·in these areas, it \1/as also circumscribed by them.

People

were wary lest he overstep his position, especially in political matters.
For the individual, life was seen in terms of obedience to higher
authority.
punishment.

Deviation from this authority was sinful and would br-ing dire
This basic tenet of the Catholic Church was

internalized

and influenced every facet of thought, life and relationships of the
people.

The effect of religion was far more extensive than the outside

contact with the priest and parish church would suggest. 6

5Arens'her:g .and Kimball, p. 252.

6Shannon, pp. 18-23.

I
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For women and girls, religion had a particular effect upon their
status.

Catholic doctrine gave to Mary, the Mother of Christ, and to
t::;

motherhood itself, a central place, which was emphasized even more in
popular practice.

As a result, the position of women was

~

:

sacl~osanct ..
--------

They could not be priests, but their ability to bear children gave them
another kind of power, a unique status in lay society.

Correspondingly,

·inability to bear children ·would compromise this status for any individua i woman.-:.-------------------:--------_:________ - - - Understandably, this kind of religious emphasis only reinforced
the value sttongly p·laced in a peasant economy on marrying well.

J\n

unmarried woman, other than a nun, was incomplete, unable to fully
realize herself in society.

Only in marriage anc!_ family could she

exet~c; se her petAfers in the way prescribed by re 1 i g ion and society. 7

Part:l.Y as a result, the family comprised one of the two other
centr·al

institut·1on~>

community, the

of peasant ·life.

family~

While symbiotic with the village

both in nuclear- and extended form, maintained a

certain preeminence over all other forms of social or-gan·ization.
tainly the family was the central situation for an Irish v;oman:

Cerher

rearing took place there, she was oriented toward the extension of the
family through her own marriage and the family faced no significant
competition from other sectors of society,
This family-centeredness correlated with an economic situation in
which the bdsic method of survival was the small subsistence farm.

11

Suc-

cess in the culture consisted in e·ither earning or inherit·ing enough land
to set up such a farm.

Enough land for a farm was a requirement for

7Arensberg and Kimball, pp. 35-67.
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marriage.

What const'ituted

11

enough 11 m·ight vary from place to place> but

in 1841, shortly before the famine that prompted waves of Irish emigration, of the 685,000 farms in Ireland; some 300,000 or 46% were under 3
acres in extent, and another 250,000 or 35% were from 3 to 15 acres. 8
Witrrin the family the (eldest) father was. the authority figure
with the mother in a definite place of power alongside of, but not in
conflict with, the father.· In situations where a son was unable to
-f}----------aetjt.d-n::---ex-b't'l.-1-anct-feir-ma-rr1-age-,-the-par·en-ts-cotrl-d-s-tep-as-i-de--and-l-et-the·---------

son take over the farm.

The parents would then remain in the household,

recognizing the fact that it now belonged to the young couple.
Since, as in other peasant cultures, considerable status was
given to elders, relinquishing actua·l ownership did not relegate the
parents to obl·i vi on, but they retained a cons i derab 1e position in the
household with all the potentialities for conflict this involved.

son's wife in such a situation
payment

O!T

~as

The

expected to produce grandchildren as a

the debt she had incurred by partially taking over her mother ...

in-law's place.
This system had the curious effect of maintaining very close
parent-child relationships into adulthood.

It also provided hope for

younget· members that things waul d get better for them when they were
older·, that thr:1 place and power which would eventually come to them would
make the long wait ·in secondary roles worthwhile.

As Arensberg and

Kirnba l1 point out, this hope was tempered by the fact that 1ife
expectancy in rural Ireland was among the highest in the world, despite

8nrr(:!land, 11 Encyc'lopaedta Britanni~a, 1950, XII, 612.

1-
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a

relatively high infant marta l ity r'a te. 9
In the traditional family, there were specific roles, obligations

and responsibilities for men and women.
re~ources

The man was in control of the

he gained but was expected to provide well for his family.

Being a good provider was the fundamental
and father.

~orm

~-

for bis success as a man

He worked the farm, and was responsible for the plowing and

other heavy or hard labor.· He was pt·incipally concerned with corn, pigs,
1-a-n19-s-a-.'i-Ef-\VGG-l-.-l'J-eme-A-9-f--te-r:t-t:l-e--1

-/}--------1

9-9-d-\-'J-i-t-P.-th-9----rne-r:l' s-ta.s-k-S-;-btf-t-~"1-e-~e:----------

1

entitled to pity and sympathy in doing so because the work was thought
to be harder than was natural for them.
A

~tJoman

had her own work, centered about the home and chi 1d

bearing and rc;aring.

Any earnings she made

ft~om

household work, such as

churning butter or gathering eggs and tending poultry, was under her
control.

She was accorded homage as a woman and expected to work hard at

such women 1 s work within her family.

Should her husband die, she had a

claim on her brother-in-law or other close male relative to support her.
But a woman w-ithout a husband was to be pitied.
Disputes were handled within the family with the father having
the dominant, but not sole, voice in their resolution.

When difficulties

with another family arose, they were treated, as much as possible, as a
matter between the two families.
between the

ti>'JO

When disputes could not be settled

par-ties, the priest wa:s·the source of appeal.

Formal

9Arensberg and Kimball, pp. 160-64. Even in the 1920's Ireland
still had a higher percentage of 11 0ver-65 11 in her population (9.2~6) than
any other European country except France (9.4%), and at any given age
after year one~ an Irish person had a longer life expectancy (e.g., 64
at age five) than even the French. -Among other things, these authors
n nd one of the more important causes of this 1ongevity in the honored
status of the elderly: it was worth living to a ripe old age in traditional Ireland.
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legal proceedings or any

othel~

form of appeal to civic authority wer·e

generally not even considered, since the judicial system was viewed as
simply an agency of English domination, and Catholic Irish were barred

~---

from both Bench and Bar.
----------

The exchange of goods was handled primarily through the mechan-

isms of borrowing, and exchanging services and gifts in patterns of
kinship or

11

cooring, 11 a folk term for non-monetary cooperation.

Money

outsider.lO Community fairs provided occasions for exchange of goods as
well as social opportunities.
fo 11 owing forms:

Cooper·ation in the community took the

lending tools, he 1ping out with others •

a son to a farm that needed an extra hand.

work~

1ending

A woman would make a tub of

butter and share it~ lend a da~ghter to a household needing assistance,
and in times of

sevE~i~e

\\l(i:.tld join in at

dis tress he 1p out with gifts of food.

Evm~yone

harvest time, and in repa,ying obligations with gifts crt

rites of passage such as weddings and baptisms.
Within the culture, women might engage in any of the following
act'ivities:

\<Jeaving, tailoring, shoemaking, midwifery, doctoring or

being a "wise woman, 11 domestic servant 'tlork, shopkeeping (eggs and butter
for trade) and so forth, but their primary role was always in the home as
wife and mother.ll
Mothers had specific relationships to both sons and daughters.

Until seven

y~ars

of age the child of either sex was the constant

lOibid., pp, 250-53, where Arensberg and Kimball point out that
this was still true of rural Ireland in the l92o•s. Barter and exchanging services were overwhelmingly the primary methods of payment.
llrbid., pp. 245-53.
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companion of its mother regardless of where she was or what she was
doing.

She exercised controls as guide and companion and made her

authority felt through praise, persuasion and endearment.

Only v1hen a

grave breach of disc-ipline occurred did the father become a disciplinary
The barriers of authority, respect, extra-household interest and

fo1·ce.

duties made it difficult for paternal intimacy to develop until the son
began actively learning hii father's skills.

Although this meant that a

eight, she still retained an important role.

The son looked to his

mother as an arbitrator against his father's power.
matic and conciliatory role in family disputes.

She played a diplo-

Throughout the years of

the son's development on the farm, the mother .remained a source of
counse 1 and conrfort and the prepar·er of food.
bond broken and transformed.

Only at marriage was the

If the clergy or bachelorhood were chosen)

the closest possible relationship v1as stin maintained.
Daughters were obviously even more under their mother's influence
than sons.
to men s.
1

Women's work on the farm was quite distinct but complementary
Young girls learned this quickly.

They were thrown constant'ly

in with thr::i l' mother and any other older women of the househo 1d.

After

'
1-

~

seven a daughter s life was completely different from her brother's and
1

she had little

v1orkin~.J

contact with her father.

She grew up m1lking and

dr·lvi ng cows) tending poultry, making butter and going to market with her
mother~·whothus

became, in substantial isolation from any relationship

with the father, her sole role model.

The chief business of women was

the house, preparation and serving of food? repair and upkeep of clothing
and terid·ing the hearth.

When thet·e was nothing else to do 2 they needed

to occupy themse·lves vlith knitting or sp·inning.

The younger woman was·

'-'

---------------

----------

always at the older woman's command. 1')~
There was little readjustment between mother and daughter at
marriage.

Rather the change that was cruci a1 was bet\>Jeen the daughter

and her new mother-in-law.

This gave the daughter the knowledge that

submission to her own mother would one day cease.

However, o.

ne~t~

person

and household would take her mother's place.
Not all farms were 'run by married couples.

out, indicating a need for family support.
the culture.

There

we1~e

spinsters,

But marriage was the norm in

Sex outside of marriage was considered a taboo and those

who were known to have departed from this norm were subject to ridicule,
scorn and other pr·essures from the dominant e ~ ders of the society.
If the family was thus the primary focus of 1 i fe in tradit·i onal

Ireland, it was only so within the context of the

village~

The village

was the self-sufficient economic unit, providing the full range of
necessary skills and tr9.des for an agrarian community,
market-place for farm products.
relationships~

need.

It was the

It was the locus of kin and other

to which an individual or family might turn in time of

It was coterminous with the parish, and with the horizons of the

average inhabitant.

After church and family, the village received the
,_, ----------- ----<:_-· ____::_::__·-_·· ___ _

primc.wy ·loyalty of the peasant.l3

-

-----------------------

But other factors also had important influences on the shaping of
Irish values5 attitudes and ways of life.
.these factors was English rule.

12Ibid., pp. 53-74.
13Ibid., pp. 224-272.

Perhaps most visible among

The Irish may have been among the most
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completely colonized peoples of all times; few nations in the third world
today have a history of reiations with the colonial povJer remotely comparable to that of the Irish.
While the division and redivision of land holdings provided the
--------

framework, it was the English system of rack-renting and absentee landlordism that turned the economic screws and kept most Irish at or below a
subsistence level in the nineteenth century,l4

From Svriftts Modest
11

_________

}------------'--~np_clS_a]_u_to_th~~b_eoLgb_n_e_gJ_e_c_t_oJ_tbe_Bd_tj_s_b_goy_e-cr!menJ_in_tbe_.Eace_of,

the potato famine, the English attitude toward the Irish actively
encouraged the kind of anomie violence characteristic of those who feel
power·less.

Violence was an ugly part of tradition(ll Irish "life, and many

Irishmen brought it with them to America.
l~e

advanc~mcnt,

Penal Codes, blocking Catholic Irish from education) economic
the professions, and any other advantages until the second

quarter of the n·i neteenth century, contributed, a1ong vii th the absence of

industrialization and urbanization, to the maintenance of a traditional
culture and peasant economic base long after a free Ireland would have
begun some modernization.

Also, by severely limiting literacy, they

promoted a highly verbal culture in which powerful or poet·ic speech or a
. good singing voice earned high status, but "book learning'' was not
as an available road to personal or social advancement.

set~n

The Codes just

as frequently promoted a fatal·istic passivity 7 a'lcoholism and tebe1lion.l5
Thus, while the cohesive, co-operative and fixed world of family, church

and village provided an environment which could have offered security,

14Shannon, pp. 16-17.
15Ibid., pp. 6-7.

'-'
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success and contentment ·for the peasant, these were offset by the consequences of the economic and political situation.

Shannon, though a

little too strongly, summarizes some of these forces and their consequences this way:
The Irish, long before the late ~·ighteenth century, had
developed the habit of introspection and refined a system of
inner checks and balances. They lived, after all, in a
predom·inantly rural, secluded. society in which property was
not secure; the administration of justice was erratic and
unfair; outlets for a freer, more varied life through education

1---------~a"""'ci trn-d·e-dtd-nut---exi-st---o·r-were----r1-1-mc:Js-t-en-t-i-r-e-l-y-e-P.eY--eE!-e-f-f'-;,--~--------

and where advancement often meant outward conform·i ty to an a1i en
religion and the consequent sacrHice of individuality. In
these circumstances, it was natural for them to center their
values within the bourne of the family and to guard that
retreat jealously against exterior influences and interior
tendencies to defilement and impurity. They could not marry
casually or improvidently nor could they surrender lightly to
wayward passions. If a son's marriage did not bring with it a
· vlite•s dowry, then the daughter's of the family would not have a
dovwy to be pl~operly mal~ried off in their turn. If the son or
:.daughter married into a landless family, it would degrade their
own family's status in the eyes of the community. The del·lcate
· balance of mutual interests on which depended the entire family
system rested fundamental"ly on individua·l self-restraint. The.
·. authority bf the father had to be respected and obedience paid
to it. The ro 1e of the mother had to be exalted; and a rnothe.r l s
1
values~ such as devotion to the husband s interests, a willingness
to sacdfice on behalf of the childr·en, and absolute chastity
outside the marriage relationship, must be accepted and esteemed.
Th(~Se we1'e absolute values, and on them everything depended.
There were no competing social institutions to spin a wider \\'eb
of allegiances or to construct differing hierarchies of value.
There \'las no place for individualism. A man had identity on1y
as a member of a functioning family. What endangered it endangered
him; what lowered its status lowered his. Each member of the
fami"ly had constantly to examine his own conscience to judge carefully whether his or her behavior met the expected standard. If
he fell below that standard~ he endangered the foundations of his
famtly•s and his own self-respect.l6 ·
· For women> this situation meant that every effort had to be bent
to mainta·in anct strengthen their situation with regard to family.

l6IbTd~, <PP·; '22- 34.

"
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Attitudes~

practices and institutions which supported it had to be

promoted.

Those inimical to it had to be fought.

Women had to adhere

to a role which promoted the family from within, a role which balanced

2----

the right degree of subservience tb parents or husband with the right
amount of authority over

~hildren.

Since the proper rearing of children

was the mother's responsibility, she had to see that they grew up with
the right vnlues in this raspect.

A stronger recipe for conservatism

+---~-;cc:'Tttl-d-h-a-rct-l-y-b-e--1-nr-ag1-ned-.-------------------------·---

Yet that conservatism took strange twists.

It meant that when

the combination of the population explosion and the potato blight in the
1840's threatened the very survival of the fam·ily, the Irish woman was
willing, even if reluctantly, to leave everything else that meant home to
her--her

vill~ge~

parish, natural family--and migrate to another world in

search of a better situation for her family or of the right kind of
marriage so she coldd begin a family.

Not only would she leave 11 home, 11

she would expose herself and her children to all sorts of alien influences, cl"inging tenaciously to her· primary concern for maintaining the
family itself.

While the specific cause which

tri~gered

an Irish woman's depar-

ture for America might be famine, a lack of marriageable males in her
village, the emi9ration of her family or the desire of a widow to better
her· chi 1dren' s prospects, a11 were·· united by the common fundamenta 1
desire to preserve the constellation of values centered in the traditional family,

Immigration, then, however radical it might appear as a

means, \'las chosen for a conservative end.

The first generation immigrant

woman cannot be under·stood v1ithout recognizing this fact, nor without
realizing that she·would also seek to maximize those values which she saw

,_, ___ _
-------
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as integral to good family life.

These certa·inly included the mol"al and

ethical values of Catholicism, the preservation of appropriate kinship
and generational relat·ionships, the continuance of a pr·opet' divis·ion of
labor and other responsibilities between men and women, and the preservation of correct relationships among individuals joined together by
geography or econonrics rather than blood, relat"ionships

reckoned~

ma i nta. ·i ned and adjusted by· the exchange or serv·i ces and gifts and

tht~

the new world will now have to be examined.

'-'

--

--------------

;: ______
··· __

17Arensberg and Kimball

s

pp. 299-306.

Chapter 3
t=; _ _ _ _
~ --------

THE NEW WORLD:

EMIGRATION AND SETTLEMENT
;:::-_-_::--:-~-=---==--

Although it has been possible to treat the Irish way of life in a
generalized way, because nineteenth century Ireland was still relatively
homogenous, the phenomenon of emigration must be approached differently.
As already noted, although there were some statistically evident overall
factors causing emigration, such as the potato blight famine, people in
different circumstances in terms of agei matita1 status and sibling rank
left Ireland for different reasons.

While it would be impossible to sort

out and measure completely all the motives, some attempt must be made to
assess their relative importance!, for at least two reasons.

First of

all, the immigrant population was not simply a replica of the Irish
population; the relative importance of different motives for leaving
Ireland directly affected the rnake·-up of the immigrant group.

Second.ly,

the reasons that individuals had for leaving Ireland shaped their
expectations of what they would find in the new world} and thereby conditioned their response to life in America.

In examining

th~

causes of emigration, it will sometimes be hard

to (!'istinguish between women and men since the statistics are for the
11

lrish. 11

~Jhenever

possible, concrete examples will refer to women, the

focus of this study,
The primary reason the Irish emigrated by the middle of the nineteenth century \'tas the brutal· character of their economic life.
36
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of central importance, as indicated above.
was not enough land to go around.
depended directly upon the soil.
11

As the population grew, there

In 1849, five-sixths of the population
By 1900 the figure was two-thirds.

Peasants man··icd or murdered for land, not love . . .

nl

As has already been seen, the pressure of land starvation was not
always experienced directly or in the same way everywhere.

Younger

daughters of an already land-poor farmer might see that there would be no

emigrate.

Marginal changes in farm size might reduce a given son's in-

heritance below that sufficient for subsistence, but this may not have
become obvious until a succession of below average crop yields or a
depressed rnarket for his produce drove him to ruin.

The competition

among younger farmers in a village for the little bit of land available
to increase their holdings might result in the losers being forced out.
Emigration) chiefly internal, had long been one Irish response to
hard times.

vJhen the o·ldest son inherited a farm too small to be sub-

divided any further, any rernai ni ng brothers, and sometimes even s ·j s ters ~
had to move on.
farming~

In a society built around family-centered subsistence

the lack of sufficient land forced both young men and young

unmarried women to look elsewhere, while hard times drove out even the
smaller land holders.
Whatever the specific form it took then, the data in Table 3
suggest~: that too many people for too little land2 was a dominant factor'

lArnold Schrier, Ireland and the American Emigration 1850-1900

{Bl oom·i hgton: University of Minnesota Press, 1958 L p, 11 .

2shannon, pp. 25-26.

__
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·in Irish em·igration throughout the nineteenth century and especially in
the middle decades with the potato blight of the 1840's.
Table 3.

Year

Yearly Number of Emigrants from Ireland~ 1845-19013

Tota 1 Number·
Nurriber
of Overseas
Emigrating
Emigrants
to
from Ire1and United States
_ . _ _ _ _ _ ,_:_.____.M _____ _

1845 ... .

'74,970

1846 ... .

105,917
219,885
'181 ,316

1847 .. ..
1848 ... .
1849 .. ..
1850 •...
1851 .. ..

1852; .. .
1853 .. ..
1854 ... .
185S ... .
'1856 .•••
1857 ... .

218,842

213,649
254,537
224,997
192,609
., ~~0 ~ 209

78~854

71,724
86,233

'1858 ... .

43,281

1859 ... .

52~981

1860 .. ..

60,835

1861 .. ..
1862 ...•
1863 .....

1864 ... .
1865 .. ..
1866 ... .

36,322

49~630
l'lf),39l
115,428

100,676
98,890

1867 ... .

88~622

1868 .. ..

1869 ... .

64,965
73,325

1870 ... .

74,283

1871 .. "

71~067

1872 ....

7l~,i'63

Year

Total Number
of Overseas
Emigrants
from Ireland

----·--

50,207
68,023
118,120
151,003
180,189
184,351

1873 .. ..

83~692

1874 ... .
1875 ..•.
1876 ....

2'19,232

1879 •...
1880 ....

60,496
41,449
25,976
22 ~831
29,492
4·1,296
93,641

1881. ...
1882.' ..

76,200
84,132

195,801
156,970
1'11,09~i·

57)164
58,777

66,080
31,498
41,180
52 ,'1 03
28,209
33,521
94,477
94,368
82,085
86,594

79 ,57'1
57,662
66,467
67,891

65,591
66,752

Number
Emigrating
to
United States

187'7 .••.
1878 .. t .

751536
48,136
31,433
16,432
13,991
18,602
30,058
83,018

1883 ..•.

105~743

1884 ... .
1885 ... .
1086 ... .
1887 .. ..
1888 ... .
1889 ..•.

72,566
60' 017
73,233

67,339
68,300
82,849
59,204
50,657
52,858
69,084·
66,306

64,923

57~897

1890' •..

57,484

52' 110

1891. .. '
1892 .. '.

t.

58,436
52,902
52;. '132
42,008
54,349
4?,222
35,678
34,395

1899 .•..
'1900 .. ..
1901 ... .

t12 ,890
45,905
39,210

1893 .•.•
1894 .. ..
1895 ... .
1896 .•..
1897 ....

1898 ..

61,276
78~901

53,438
48,966
49,122

39,597
52 ,0lf7
39,952

32,822
30~878

38,631
41,848
35,535

As is readily evident from these figures, as well as from

"' ~-, Y'l• ..,r p
,'5Sc
e , J,. 157.
~~~J

~

-
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Figure

1~

the heaviest emigration from Ireland took place in the late

1840's, the years of the great famine.

The two other periods in which

emigration surpassed an average of 75,000 persons per year were in 186367 and 1880-83~ years of severe crop failure in lre1and. 4
However much fbod and land shortages may have spurred emigration,
though, they did not occur in a vacuum.
more d-ifficult one.

Few leave a bad situation for a

The potential emigres must believe that a better

}--~~~-·s--4-1~-a-t-i-c-J-R-e-:-x-i-s-t-s-e--1-s-e\·I-R-e-~e-i-H-9-~d-e-l~to-a-G-t-u-a-l-1~y_J_e_a_v_e_b_o_me_;;_eJtc_e_p_t_f_or,~~~~~-

those phys i ca 1'1y driven from the·i r homes.
some clues in this regard.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 pro vi de

Figure 1 plots the total number of emigrants

from Ireland by years and also indicates the number who emigrated to the
United States.

Figure 2 shows the number· of Ir-ish emigrants to America

as a percentage of total emigration from Ireland, while. Figure 3 plots
both the number of I t'i sh emigrants to contri es othE!r than the United
States, and this number as a percentage of total annual emigration.
A comparison of these figures reveals several significant
features.

First of all, emigration to the United States, after the first

few years of the potato famine, appears to be much more volatile than
immigration to other areas.

This is particularly noticeable in the

period from 1873-80, when the number of Irish emigrants to areas other
than the Un·ited States remained relatively constant, varying betvJeen 7.5
and 10 thousand, while emigration to the United States dropped from 75
thousand to a 1ow of 14 thousand, i.e., from a high of 90% of tota 1 Irish
em·igration in 1873 to a low of 62% in 1877.

This begins to suggest that

factors other than those forcing Irish out of Ireland, i.e., factors

4Ib·id., p. 8.

____
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Figure l.

Total Annual Irish Emigration and Annual Irish Immigration
to the United States, 1845-1903.5
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5oeveloped from Schrier, pp. 9, 157.

Figure 2.

Annual Irish Emigration to the United States as a.Percentage
of Total Emigration6
~-
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Figure 3.

Annual Irish Emiqration Outside the United States by Number
and as a Percent~ge of Total Irish Emigration?

---·---·--·----------~----~-------··----~-·---·-N-~---------
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attracting them to a new location, are involved in the equation of Irish
emigration patterns.
This assumption is reinforced b_y a second observation.
in the first few years of massive

emigration~

Whereas

1845-46, a large proportion

of Irish enrlgrants went to countries other than the United States)
chiefly Britain, so that this group accounted for as much as 45% of all
Irish emigration in 1846, reports coming back from the pioneer emigres

attractive as a relocation site, so that, with the exception of the
1873··80 period, America became the destination of the overwhe'lrning
majority of Irish emigrants after 1848.

The percentage of emigrants

going to the United States annually averaged 83% of all Irish emigrants
for the half

century~

1848-1903, and 89% annually

fm~

the years 1867-

'1903.

It is clear then, that for a number of

reasons~

the Untted

States tended to be the preferred destination for departing Irish, but
there were three periods when clearly its attractiveness declined sig~ificantly.

These can be seen in Figure 2 in the proportionate decline

in Irish going to America in the years 1856-69, 1860-63 and dramatically
from 1873-80.

Schr·ier suggests tha.t the first t\'Jo of these may be due

to the rise of the Know-Nothing Movement in the 1850's and the fear of
commercial cr·is·is generated by the Panic of 1857.

The American Civil vJar

also depressed Irish emigration to the United States in the early

lB~O's,

but the reappear'ance of famine in Ireland in 1862-63, combined with
improving Northern prospects in the war, caused a resurgence of Irish
entrants into the United States by 1863,

The last major period of

decline, that of 1873-80, appears to be linked to the financial panic of

'-=-

--------------
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187J and the following five years of dep;~ssion. 8
As Schrier observes:
One cannot say that the principal cause of Irish emigration
has been "push" (of poverty) or 11 pulP (of a better break in
America), only that the two are inextricably intertwined in a
myr·iad-thn;ac!ed pattern of personal choices and desires whose
total effect has been to produce a continuing stream of Irish
emigrants.9
t~hat

~---------------

-------

accounted for the "pullu of America which apparently became

self-reinforcing very quickly after the arrival of the first waves of
Irish ·imm·iqration in the 1840 1 s?

much longer and costlier voyage

All other facts being equal and the
notwithstanding~

the United States was

preferab'le to Br·itain because of age-old animosHies on both sides.
America became the New Ireland because it was reasonably close, compared
to such possibilities as Australia, and

passa~e

was relatively cheap, the

language vms English, steady employment and good wages were promised, and
--after the initial period--there was the prospect of joining kinsmeh and
friends thel'e. 10
The 'lure of American companies recruiting an immigrant labol'

force figured in the decision of many to leave their native land.

The

American Emigrant Company in Europe was one of a number of such agencies
whose task was to provide a body of unskilled labor for American
industry.

Table 4 comparing advertised wage rates and prices with actual
,_,_

---

-----------

---------------

figm·es for the period suggests the extent to which such firms overstated
the opportunities available.
· While conditions in Ireland may have been bad enough in certain

srbid., p. 9.

10Ib·id., p. 17.

glbid, ~ p. 10,
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Table 4 .. Statements of Wag~s and Prices Published by the American
Emigrant Company in Europell

---c-United States, 1865
WAGES

Occy_22-ti on.

AEC
Statements

Bureau of Labor Statistics Estimate
State
Minimum Maximum
--- Aver·age ----

Cotton Spinners
(female)

$.5.008.00/week

Mass.
N. Y.

$ 4.08
3.00

$ 4.98
3.00

$ 2.70
3.00

PRICES
Statements of Prices of Certain Foods Published by the Ameri.ci:\n Emigrant
Company Compared \vith Prices at the New Yor·k Produce Exchange, 1865
Product

AEC Statement

New York Price

Butter, per l. b
Wheat, per· bu.
Oats, per· bu.
Corn, per bu.

$

$

.12- .14
l. 12- 1. 30
.48-

.50

l. 10- 1 . 15

. 36
1.69

1/4
.74 13/24

1.19

1/"12

·rlJi.dap~ed from Charlotte Ericks·of1, American Industry ·and ·the EuroQ._~~Q__l_!!!!~-~9_l.:.~.nt_,

pp. 188-89.

1860-1885 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
Additional examples are available.

1957),
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periods to drive people out no matter how attractive or unattract-ive the
destination, the numbers of Irish immigrants to the United States were
certainly s~'lollen by Hs genuine advantages,l2 as well as by the
~--

delibet·ate misrepresentations of immigr·ant recru·iting companies such as
~-------

this one.
But another form of misfepreSentation, not so deliberate, also
contr-ibuted to the ''pull

11

of Amer·ica,.

further emi gr·a ti on from Ireland.
crete, trusted information.

Letters written home to Irela.nd

They provided inti rna te contact and con-

Frequently, no matter how realistic the

descriptions they gave of the conditions in the new land, the letter·s had

the effect of making the United States all the more attractive.

Such

correspondence was necessarily highly subjective, as each individual
1etter·-·wr'iter saw h'is situation as 1'Arnerica. 11

The

l~eader

in Ireland,

lacking any overall perspective on the United States, and having only
Ireland for comparison, was bound to judge the United States favorably.
In addit:ion, there was also the tendency to \'lrite the

11

best 11 back.. home in

order to demonstrate that the emigrant had made the right choice in
· leaving Ireland~l3
Not only did those \'lho had a 1ready immigrated contribute to
increas"in£i the attractiveness of Amedca., but they also contributed to
increasing emigration in other ways as well.

was. financial .

The most important of these

Over the course of a ha 1f centur·y, 1850--1900,

$250,000,000 was 5;ent back to the old country and

fol~ty

per cent of this

. was in the form of prepaid passage tickets to aid in the reunibn of •

12shannon, p. 26.

13schri er, pp. 18··42.

"'
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families.

This financed three-fourths of the total emigration from

Ireland and helped make it a self-perpetuating phenomenon.l4

As might be expected, this combination of causes for leaving

~-----------------------

Ireland and reasons for coming to the United States produced an immigrant
----- ----------

~roup

in which the proportion of young adults was much higher than in the

general Irish population.

While whole families tended to emigrate pri-

marily in times of severe hardship, younger sons and daughters left reg·:·

about the Irish.

While the relatively high proportion of young people,·

and the background of agricultural laborer and small farmers was similar
to the make-up of immigrant groups from other countries, the high proportion of women among the Irish set them apart.

Of the more than four

million Irish who came to the United States between '1850 and 1900, there

were. only 170,000 more males than females, a difference of only 8% and a

dramatic contrast with other ethnic groups.16
This balance between the sexes tends to support the vievr that the

dominant factor spurring emigration from Ireland was lack of land, since
this affected, both sexes equa 11y . 17 But this factor was reinforced by
the availability of employment for single. Irish women as domestics ·in
urbr.m·i zing

nineteenth century America.

Si nee there was no comparab 1e

kind of employment available in Ireland, this kind of job availabi'lity

provided the impetus necessary for the young woman to depart from strong
traditiona"l prohibit-ions and leave home without marrying immediately.

Given the nature of Irish peasant culture, this was a major break with

14r·. 01'd • ' p. 1s1
~ .

15shannon, pp. 25-26.

16schrier3 p. 4.

17Shannon~ p. 26.

tradition, involving an sorts of perils and could only be justif-ied a.s a
means to the Ultimate goal of marriage and

mot~erhood.

If this survey has provided some picture of the motivations for
leaving Ireland and for choosing America as a destinations it should now
be possible to consider. . the experience
of actual emigration and initial
.
~

culture shock,
~xpectations

ship.

bt:.~cause

these are shaped---at least in part-··by the

of those wh6 experience them.

This was a considerable improvement over the previous conditions

·of sailing vessels.

Nevertheless, many of the evils of steerage, over-

crowd·ing, poor quality and quanti.ty of food and drink, sickness and
disease, disagreeable passengers,
owners, remained
steamsh·ip.l 8

atthou~h

An imm·igrants

misrepreset:Jtation of charges by ship's

somewhat improved with the speed of the

werf.~

obliged to land at Castle Garden, operated by

the Commissioners of Immigrat·ion of the state of Ne111 York.

There tempo-

rary accomodations were provided and plans for reaching dest·inations were
worked out.

Hards Island was another branch of the Immigration Commis-

sion and it provided lodging for those having neither money nor friends,
until suitable employment could be located.

All immigrants sick on

landing were treated in the hospital there.l9
The actual experience of transit and immigrant processing was an
uncomfortable and somewhat disorienting one.

After the pain of

18Lawrence Guy Brown~ Immigration: Cultural Conflict and Social
Adjustments_ (Ne~AJ York: Longmans, Green, 1933L pp. 67-8? 119-20.
19Stephen Byrne, Irish EmiJration to the United States (New York:
·

Catho'Jic Publication Society;-1873 , pp. 29~31.
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separation from family and friends and the

disagre~able

aspects of the

actual journey and first arrival, the immigrant woman had to be lookin9
forward to life in the new land as offering substantial and quick im· provement of her situation in order to undertake the deprivations invalved.

Instead, most found themselves deposited after arrival in a

r---------

tota 11y strange environment, the 1arge city.
Although this situation was not usually a matter of choice, since
Jl---------:ms-s-t-I~l~i-s-ii-----=i-mg~~i--g-~-R-t~s-9-i-9-~-9-t-~-a-\Le

t-t:l-e.

G-G-P-i-ta--l-to-mo-V-~-d-i-~-C-t-1-¥-i-n-t. o ' - - - - - - -

____

farming, the pr·ospect of having to live in the city was not entirely
disagreeable.

The variety, pace, size and other characteristics of city

life could be viewed favorably by someone coming from the countryside,
especially if she had no direct experience of large cities, but only
romantic notions to draw upon,

Yet, once actually ·in the city, those

same characteristics that seemed attractive at first glance could show
their other· side) and the rural ·immigrant might find the crowd·ing, noise,
rapid

pace~

lack of open space and sheer number of people and things to

deal with confusing and disorienting.

There were few institutional

arrangements available at this time to assist the newcomer through this
initial period of culture shock, although those who ~ere fortunate enough
to f·ind themselves among family, friends or countryfolk could at "least
find human comfort and support from these people as they worked out their
own adjustment to the new situation.
Crucial to that adjustment was the housing situation immigrants
found.

Wom2n in domestic service had comparatively decent quarters,

although they paid a price in separation from their countrymen, but most
other Irish quickly found themselves quartered in the worst of the
tenements.

Such property was essentially held for speculative purposes

"-'----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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by absentee land"lords and consequently no improvements were made, and
basic maintenance was often neglected.

Such

sl~ms

were> as always,

products of city growth and change, with the newest arrivals normal"ly
getting the worst places.20

g---:----::

Livihg in such places, confronting the new and strange environment, the imnrigrant woman naturally tended to try to assimilate her
experiences and relationships to patterns familiar to her from all her

the

11

1le\'f

\·Jorld 11 of the triadic institutional arrangements of the village,

church and family that provided an integrated whole to

lif~

in the old

wor·l d.
These~

however, could not be brought over wholesale to America,

and the fonn which they did take was very important for the individual in
making sense of her new situation and being able to function effectively
in H.

The village community, of course, was the most difficult to

transport to America, though some groups managed to bring over together

or reunite in the United States a significant portion of their native
village.

Even for these, though they had the advantage of being able to

retain familiar personal relationships, social life, rituals and other
aspects of their home culture, it was impossible to insulate themselves
completely from intrusions of the larger society through the workplace,
public school, changed patterns of

marketing~

politics and the like.

old network of cooperative endeavor based on exchange of skills and
products simply could not be maintained.

And only a minority had this

experience: for most Irish, though they lived in neighborhoods which

20srown~ p. 227.

The
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maintained much of the old Irish culture, the village was only a
memory.21
The 1oss of the vi 11 age community experience in turn tended to
resu1t fn emphasizing more strongly the parish as the central organizing
institution for social life outside the family.
t\merica. was not the same as it was ·ln Ireland.
now in a

plural~stic

Yet, the Church in

pa~ish

:..._; _________

For one thing, it existed

context, where Catholicism and its values were no

··1)l1-g'2T<---ctSSLim~cl-t"-C-;-be-j3ar-t----ef~e-ve-l"-yene ! s-upb!"-i-ngj_ng_and~da_iJ'j,____,_l

another, the

s --

_._i_._.fe.. _. ,_____._F.,_or.___ _:_____________

priest no longer possessed the status which came

"natur'ally" in the village:

he now faced competit·ion from school

teachers, politicians, union

organizers~

journalists and a host of others

\vho could speak v.fith some kind of authority.

Moreover, the Church the

Irish found on fh-st arriving was not an Irish Catholic

Chul~ch.

But they

rapidly made it into one, and one responsive to their particular needs.
As Shannon points out:

By 1880 there were more than 6,000,000 Catholics in the
United States where forty year·s ear 1i er there had been on'ly
one-tenth that many. For two generations Catholics under
the 'leadel"Ship of a predominantly Irish hierarchy had expended
their· ent!l"gi es on the urgent task of reorganizing new parishns,.
bUilding churches and schools, and training priests. The
issue of the Catholic community's relationship to the larger
American society and the many subsidiary questions deriving
from that issue had been left in abeyance. Before the Civil
War, Orestes Brownson, the first native Protestant intellectual
to be converted to Catholicism, had pondeted the implications
of the Church if it passed into the hands of the Irish
imm'i gr'ants. Thomas D•Arcy McGee and other Irish Hforty~E·i ghters 11
had ir the same period tried unsuccessfully to bring the
Catholic Irish i~migrants into the mainstream of liberal,
nationalistic, middle-class politics. But their concerns had
been premature. The Irish, surging ahead within the Church by
force of numbers, were content with the leadership of conservative clerics, such as Archbishop John Hughes of New York, an
able but narrow man.22
·
21Ibid., p. 121.

22shannon, p. 59.
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If the parish thereby made up for the ·loss of the village community, it
did so only by channeling life and energy in certain fixed directions.,

and it certainly did not provide a direct basis for coming to terms with
the values, culture and social organization of the new land.23
And what the parish and now departed village could not provide,
the immigrant naturally looked to the family for,

And yet this avenue

was not that available for large numbers of Irish.

America.

~1any

had left the

Others who had married found that the demands of factory labor

--especia'lly when both partners were working--stifled fami1y life as they
had known it.

Yet) the. family remained the greatest source of security

and i dent·l ty for those who had them.

Forming .a family was the continua 1

goal of those not yet man'·i ed.
Even·where such institutions provided comfort, a sense of the
fam:iliar-~

and u. means by which to orient

oneself~

other forces continued

to crossMpressure the 11 greenhorn, 11 heightening the difficulties of accul·turation.

The Irish had known discrimination in Ireland but had not

expected it in America in the intensity and comprehensiveness
found.

~1h'ich

they

The pace and monotony of factory work came as a shock to those

used to only an agrarian work-style.

The need to be constantly watchful

for unscrupulous practices by landlords: merchants and others made it
harde1· to maintain the simplicity and directness of peasant relationships.

These are some of the major dimentions of the situation faced by
the new immigrant only recently 11 0ff the boat. 11

As time went on, as the

second generation grew up, some of these factors became less salient,

2"'jJb'HI.~ p. 2_5.

,,
5..:>

areas of similarity between the old culture and the new were naturally
emphasized.

Indeed, the rapid penetration of such areas as politics and

the Church by the Irish demonstrates that their traditional heritage was
not so alien that they could not make their way--where the possibi"lity
existed---in the new society.

The basically family-centered values of

rural Ireland were not that far removed from those of urban

America~

its

native population not that far away from the farm either.
The group under study here inc 1uded i n_d_i_vj_du<Lts_a.-t-a-1-l----£-t&.g9-S-i-l"l,----- - - - this process from the raw greenhorn to the relatively assimilated, and
evel~yone

in between.

The

11

CU

lture shock n of the newcomer is not the same

as a genuine value crisis, since, however disturbing an experience it may
have been, it Has not until culture shock gave way to the myriad problems
of assimilation that there was a real challenge to personal values.
For women, their marital status was likely to be the single most
decisive factOI' in their ;-:esponse to the new culture.

If they had

arrived in the United States already married, or had become married within a relatively short time after emigrating, their natural focus on their

family, the routines and responsibilities of their homes, would have
placed them among the most insulated members of the immigrant group.
the unmarried woman, working in service or in a factory, was

Converse·!y~

already out of character as far as the traditional culture was concerned)
and was daily exposed to encounters with different va 1ues and 1ifes tyl es.
Eventually, she had to confront such drl emmas as the pass i bi1 i ty of
marr~age

outside the Ir·ish and/or Catholic community, and even if she

ruled this out, marriage was still much more complicated in a situation
where the marriageable population was more mobile, l'lhere a man's
"prospects~

11

rather than his land were the index of su-itability and where

r---
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she herself often ·lacked a fam·.ily situation to marry from.
While this focus on marriage may seem to reduce the complexities
of overall value questions to a single element, it is the central context
for the Irish woman's experience of her situation as an immigrant.

The
-------

details of this experience must now be examined more closely.

"

~===----=---=-=----~=::--==-=

Chapter 4
THE IMPACT OF THE FACTORY
Of the total Irish immigrant population, first and second
generation~

in the United States in

1900~

2,557,751 or 48.9 per cent were female.

amounting to 5,234,647,
As already noted, this

tion of females to males is significantly higher
other ·immigrant group.1
in

pal~t~

fo~

propo~-

the Irish than any

By 1900, this relative balance is due, at least,

to the fact that the Irish had been in the United States· longer

than other groups and thus had a higher proportion of second generation
members among their number to even out the prciportion.

But it is also

due to the higher level of initial migration by Irish women, marr·ied or
unmarried.
Many of those women \'larked outside the home for a shor-t time
after arrival in the United States in order to help their families get
started or· until they found a husband.

But large numbers continued to be

. gainfully ernp·loyed, either due to failure to find a

husband~

economic

necessity in their family, widowhood or desertion, or perhaps because
thE.'J'b~:~~qan

to find personal benefit in such employment.
~

In fact, by 1900, of the

·1,943~137

Irish women of working age,

633,900 ot 32.6 per cent were gainfully employed,2

Thi.s meant that

lJmnrigration Commission Reports, Vol. 20, pp. 30-44. In fact, by
1900 the ratio of males/females among the Irish, 104.6 men for every 100
\'.:omen~

is very close to the figure for the "native white, native parents"
catpgnry as a who 1e, \<Jhi ch was 103.7 men/l 00 women.
2Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 75. The definition of working age as given
in the Reports is 10 years of age or above.
55
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~lthough

first and second generation Irish made up only about 6.9 per

cent of the total United States population at that time, slightly less
than one out of every seven women workers was a first or second generation Irish woman.
In 1900, of the total 633,900, slightly less than two out of

every f"ive,

m~

245,792, were first generation immigrants, while 61 per

cent were second generation.3 The geographic distributirin of these

urbanized East Coast states, but beginning to move west in the second
generation, as Table 5 shows.
Table 5.

. Geographical Distr-ibution of Irish Immigrant Women, 1900 4

=--=------=--=:==-------·---~-

============
lst Generation

State
~1assachusetts

New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Oh·io

Illinois
Iowa
All other States
and· Territories

49,334
78$500
15,234
29,538
5,672
12,371
1,708

57,884
101,225

20,699
49~

246.

16!,721

24,469
7,809

-·57 ,4_?1_
245,792

TOTAL

2nd GeneJ'a t ion

388, l 08

---------·-·------------The occupations of these women show that agricultural life as
farmers:. planters, overseers or 1aborers did not account for a 1arge
number of Irish women workers, as shown in Table 6.

The only state

identified here which had a significant percentage of female workers on

4Ibid., Vol. 28, pp. 588-593.
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farms was Iowa.

Despite Iowa•s almost exclusively agricultural orienta-

tion in 1900, the total number of Irish women in agriculture was still
quite small, 938 out of 9,517.

And the figures for the second generation

show a dramatic shift away from agriculture, even in Iowa.

=
=

-- --

- -----

o=~ ---=~~-~=-~=~~~=~

-------------

Table 6.

Irish Immigrant Women Involved in Agriculture, 19005

===========··--=-=-====--==----=---===-------=---::.-::---------2nd Generation
1--%--of ___TOfaT·---%-of
-'------

lst·Gen~ration

-!1-------~----:--------------~Tota

in Total in
State
State
·--

State

in Total in
State
State
---------. 1%
65
657
. 6~£
. 3~;
55
·1.0?~
504
492
2.9%
452
1.8%
379
4.9%

Massachusetts
New York
New Jel~sey
Pennsylfania
Ohio
Ill·inois
Iowa
All other Sto.tes
and Territor··i es

,._?___

4 034

7.0%
----

.?.~,§_62_

TOTAL

6,956

2.8%

5,466

234
986
86
336
243508

5!59

• 5~b

1.3%
.6%
l. 1%
4.3%
4.1%
32.7%

:?..6%

-~--··-----......-.

1.4%

-,-.--------·---·-

The number of professional immigrant women, primarily musicians,
music

teachel~s,

teachers in grammar schools and colleges was limited to

1.9 per cent or 4,578 of the total first generation group and 9.6 per
cent or 37,215 of the second generation group,6
Domestic and personal service workers included boarding house and

'-'

---- - - - -

--------

--------------

hotel keepers, housekeepers and stewards, janitresses and sextons, laundresses, nurses and midwives,
household laborers.

s~fvants

and waitresses, unspecified

These accounted for 70.4 per cent or 173,114 of the

first generation group and 25.1 per cent or 97,232 of the second

0 Ibid.
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generation group.?
Those involved in trade and transportation included bookkeepers
and accountants, clerks and copyists, hucksters and peddlers, merchants
and dealers, except wholesale, messengers, errand and office girls,
-----------

packers and shippers, saleswomen, stenographers and typists, telegraph
and telephone operators and other miscellaneous occupations.

Trade and

transportation accounted for 11,797 or 4.8 per cent of the first generaiJ-----------'..JstD_and_Il.,_8_8_!i_oJ''_l8_~5_p_eL__cen1_o_f_tbe_s_e_c_oo_d_gm_up_

. _8___________________

Those in manufacturing and mechanical pursuits included bookbinders~

paper box makers, gold and silver workers, hat and cap makers,

the needle trades (dressmakers, milliners, seamstresses, tailoresses),
paper and pulp mill operatives, printers, lithographers and presswomen,
shit·t co"llar ar1d cuff makers, textile workers (cotton mill operatives,

silk mill operatives, woolen mill operatives and other textile mill
opei''atives), tobacco and cigar factory operatives, plus other miscellaneous occupat-ions of this type.
accounted for

1qanufacturing and mechan·ical pursuits

Irish women and
176,310 or 45.4 per cent of second generation Irish women. 9
49~317

or 20.1 per cent of first

ge~eration

Us-ing these categories and statistics, and including those developed by Baker for all gainfully employed women in 1900, the picture
appear~; c:~s

shown ·in Tables 7 and 8.

These figures point up a

tion of Irish working women.

nume~

of important·aspects of the situa-

Most dramatic, for a people from an agrarian

background, is the lack of agricultural workers.

But almost equally

striking is the relatively high degree of mobility shovm by the changes

7Ibid.

9Ibid.
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Table 7. Occupational Distribution of Irish Immigrant Women Workers and
all Women Workers in the United States in 1900, by NumberlO

Agricul tura 1
Professional
Domestic and
Personal Service
Trade and
Transror·ta ti on
Manufacturing and

Irish
2nd Gen.

6,956
4,578

37~215

41~793

173,114

97,232

270~346

11 ,797

71 ,885

83,682

--11------f~@Ghat'\-l-G('l ll---_ _ _ _ _ _

TOTAL

Table 8.

All Work-

1st Gen.

5,466

§____ -

. i_ng Women

Total

977,336
430;597

12,422

503~347

,£1,9--,3-l-7--1-7-&,3-H3-----;2-£5--,&Z'l_'-.--1 , 3-1-z-;-Q-6:8'--------

245,792

388,108

5~319.397

Occupational Distribution of Irish Immigrant Women Workers and
in the United States ·in 1900, by Pt·oportionll

A1l.ltJomen \'ior-kei'S

Irish
-------------------------IXP~....Pf.J{o rk_

Agricultural
Profess ·ion a 1
Domest.ic and Pe·tsona1 SE:•rv..ice
Trade and
Transportation
Manufacturing and
~1echar.ical

TOTAL

1st Gen.
---------2.8%
1.9

2nd Gen. Total
------1.4%
9.6

1.9%
6.6

All
Working
Women
-----·

Irish as
% of Al1
_Harkers
. _,_.

_____
.,. 3%
9.7

18.4%
8.1

70.4

25.1

42.8

39.4

12.9

4.8

18.5

13.2

9.4

16.6

20.1
---

45.4
-

36.0
----

100.0

100.0

100.0

24.7

--~.

100.0

17.2

~

~-

-

11.9

----·--··--·----

.
lOibid., and Elizabeth F. Baker, Jechnol99Y and Women•s Work
(New York: co·lumbia University Press, l964},p. 75.
lll!TEIJJ.g_ration Commission Repo~_ts, pp. 30-44 and Baker,- p. 75.

-------
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in occupational distribution from the first to the second generation.
The only category in which the proportion of first generation Irish women
workers exceeds the national figure is in domestic and personal service.
But for the second

higher-than-norm percentages appear for

generation~

the categories of professional, trade and
turing

and

transportation~

and manufac-

mechanical, while domestic and personal service drops well

below the r.at-lona·l proportion,

This c:ontr·ast may be partially accounted

the first generation woman (e.g., few Irish immigrants had the requisite
education for professional jobs or even

cl~rical

work), but it is cer-

tainly also a reflection of the fact that jobs in the professional
categol~y,

and most of those in the trade and transpor·tation group,

brought somewhat better pay and had a higher status ascribed to them.
1\nd even factory v'lod:, though it shared a worki ng-c1 ass status with

domsstic and personal service, certainly seems to have been more attractive to the American-born Irish woman.
Those \1/ho chose factory work are the specific focus of this
study.

Sl"i ght 1y

more than one out of every three Irish work·ing women in

1900 vms a factory worker, and during this period factory work seems to

have held something of an intermediate rank in the Irish occupational
scale:

above the 11 entry-1eve1 11 work of domestic service, but below the

middle-class status of professional or clerical work.
11

If there was a

typical'' Irish immigrant working woman in the period 1870-1914, she was

a facttwy worker.

Hithin this gr-oup as a whole, two particular types of work drew
65% of all Irish wofnen

~tJOrkers,

.of manufacturing situations.

with the rest scattered among a variety

In the 1900 f·igures, 146,879 Irish vwmen

61
were emp ·1 oyed ·in textile manufacturing and the needle trades, out of the
total of 225,627 in all types of manufacturing.

For first generation

workers, 18,428, or 37.3% were in the needle trades, with 18,302 or 37.3%
J

in textiles.

The second generation breakdown was 69,637 women, or 39.4%

in the needle trades, and 40,512, or 22.9% in textiles.
these

t\<Jo

Collectively,

occupations alone accounted for one out of every fom· Ir·ish

working women.

While conditions for factory workers varied somewhat by

-j}------"tjl-[1e--a-f-ma-tlCJf-a-e-t-~-r-e-,t.9-e-s-e----t-\·.r-e---t-)'-f>e-S-l·J-i-1-l-9-e---t-r-e-a-t-e-d-a.s-~e-p-~e-£-@i~l~ta-tj_v_e______

____

for the purposes of this study.

Of the needle trades workers, the women were engaged in the
following categories of work:
Table 9.

Distribution of Irish Women Workers-in the Needle Trades12

T
.. W !
.c:.Y£t_9.!.-~.2~~~

============== ------·----------------- - - - - - - - - -----=
lst Generation
2nd Generation
Total

Dressmakers

n,sn

-:------------·····-----·-·-

~

~--·-·.

----~-·----~-- -~---·----·--

Hi 11 i ner~;

1,252

Seamstresses
Tailoresses

TOTAL

3,974
1 ,530

18,428

--------

63.3%
6.8
21.6
8.3
100.0

G1.4%
8,692 12.5
12,94B 18.6
5,211 ----7.5
69,637 100.0
4-2 '786

61.8%
11.3

54,458
9,944
16,822
~?4l

19:1
- -7.7
--

88,065

100.0

-----------Of the textile workers, the women were engaged in the following
categoy·ies:
Table 10.
.. -- ·- .

Distribution of Irish Women Workers in Textile Manufacturingl3

---~.--

'-'--

--~---

--------

lr~..<2.L!i2!.~.§!.

Cotton 1~1 i 11
Silk Mill
~Joo 1en t~i

11

Other Texti ·1 e
Mi ·11

TOTAL
-···---

1st Generation 2nd Generation
8,257
1,447
2,443

45.2%
7.9
13.4

6,137 33.5
18,302 100.0
12·lb1d.,
. . p. 343..

9,873
5,496
6,617

24.4%
13.6
16.3

18,526 45.7
40,512 100.0
Pibid.

Total
18' 148
6,943
9,060

30.9%
11.8
15.4

24,663 -41.9
-58,814 100.0

~----~------ -~-------
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Nei the.~r of these types of work was essentially new to Irish
women; most had been trained in spinning, weaving and making clothing as
a part of their basic upbringing, and thus these occupations were less
likely to seem alien than clerical work or schoolteaching.

What was, of

course, "new" about textile and clothing manufacturing here were the
conditions under

~tJhich

it was done:

the factory system which broke the

process down into small components and specialized tasks; the ever in+-----cre<:ts_.L!"l{l-t!~@-(.)·f=---ms.G-!:1-i-Re-s+-aatl-the-f'-B.e-tory-enfi·i-r·onrnerrL---t·tse-!-f .

Twent"i eth centur·y observers tend to 1ook back at nineteenth
century textile factories and nod approvingly at Blake's line about
"dark$ satanic mills."

It is important, though, to remember that

studir~s

of the ear"fiest American cotton mil1s suggest _that working conditions in

the United States were probably better than in England, and that mill
work certainly had a better reputation.

In fact, it seems to have been

preferred to agricultural or domestic work by women in the early
1800 IS 14
o

14hen 1r·ish women first began arr·iving in America in ·large num-

bers, they found that mill work was an occupation with a favorable image,
which had long had a high proportion of women workers, and in which there
were jobs readily available.l5

But the large numbers of immigrant women

available for such work depressed wages, and technological changes
worsened working conditions, so that the reputation mill work had less

l4Ba ker, pp. 11-·15.
"l5Jbid., pp. 15-16. Availability of jobs was chiefly tile result
of gener·a ·1 expansion of emp 1oyment in the 1ate 1840's and 50's, and the

departure of men for California gold, which allowed existing mill-workers
to move into trade and professional work, thereby creating a place for
the Irish.
·
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and less corresponded to rea"lity.
By the '1870's, cotton mill work for women had declined, due
partly to the closing of the mills during the Civil War, partly to further technological innovation which appeared to, or did, demand male
·wotkers, and par·tly to the growing popularity of woolen and \o.Jorsed

[1 __ --

---

----- ------ -----

·;.....; _____ _

materials. 16 Correspondingly, employment for women increased in woolen
and silk manufacturing, where technological innovation appears to have

among Irish women in the figures already cited in Table 10, where four
times as,many second generation women were vwrking in silk mills as first
generation~

and nearly three times as many American-born were working in

woolen mills as Irish-born, while the increase between generations in
cotton mill workers is less than 20 per cent.
~~hile

textne production was already established as a factor·y

.process when Irish immigrants first arrived in America, it was only
dur·ing the period under study that clothing manufacture moved out of the
home and into the shop.l8 Ready-made clothing for men only became

popular during and after the Civil War, and the basic technology did not
demand concentration of workers until the increasing application of power
to sewing and cutting in the l880's. 19 This innovation, combined with
-- --

16Tb-'d
- . I • ' pp. 17-21.

l7Ib·id.

l8Jbid., pp. 23-25.
19Ibid., pp. 24-·25. Women's clothing was still largel.}' the work
of housewives and individual seamstresses during this period, so that
most of the women classed as 11 dressmakers 11 in the census reports were
actually making men's clothing.

---
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the impact of continuing immigration, led to widespread abuses in the
needle trades and the appearance of the notorious "sweatshop." 20
The working situation of women thus differed somewhat in these
two

fields~

For textile workers, the mills were badly constructed from

·the point of view of safety) comfort and sanitation.

They were narrow,

extremely high buildings, heated by stoves, badly ventilated and poorly
'lighted.

Looms often had special "petticoat lamps" fi'lled \'lith whale oil

means of removing unhea lthfu 1 dust in the cotton mi 11 s.

Dur·i ng the

winter the windows, which were double storm windows, were closed for
months.

Hours were long--often from sun up to sun down.

Ninety to one

hundred hour weeks wet'e not uncommon. 21
A number of industrial
to

the pool' vmrk·ing condit·ions.

diseas~s

developed among the workers due

The close prox·imity and lack of fresh

air contt·ibuted to a var·iety of easily con1:TiUnicable ailments such as
colds and flu.
dust in the air.

TuberculDsis was common as was brown lung from the cotton
Bissinosis, or the lessening of capacity to see things

other than right before one •s eyes, was a common result of conti nua·i
close wor·k in poor light.

Hookworm was very common.

Industrial acci-

dents as a }'esu1t of the hypnotic effect of 1ong hours of routine as wr.n
as lack of basic safety equipment in factories accounted for numerous
inj1iries and many deaths each year.

It vJa.s generally considered the

worker•s failing if she had an accident. 22

20 I bi d. , p. 26.
21Ibid., pp. 12-16.
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Conditions were both better and worse in mills producing woolens
and silk.

Wool manufacture also involved dust, but added to it several

stages involving heat and steam.

But woolen mills were generally newer

in design, somewhat better lighted and ventilated, and th~ work was less
·taxing. 23 Silk manufacture was probably the cleanest type of mill, but
H also involved machinery running at the most demand·ing pace. 24
Often employment was contingent upon one or more children in the

practice of paying the wages for all members of a family to the principal
breadwinner as a means of insuring their continued employment.

This was

to the benefit of the emp 1oyer·, rather than the workers, as it insured
him of some cheape~ labor source.25
By contr·ast, the need.le tt·ades init-ially involved much less exposUl~e

to "large ma(;hinery, high.ly specialized pr·ocedures, and an

. unhea 1thy phys i ca 1 environment.

Moving from hand-sew·i ng to a treadle-

operated sewing machine was not that radical a change, but once it
became feasible to power sewing machines and to mechanize other steps in
clothing manufacture, "putting-out" was replaced by shop production, and
working conditions plummeted.

Manufacturers sought to put as many

workers as possible in very limited space) and this confinement)
heightened by extremely long hours, caused destructive effects on the
health of the workers. 26 In fa~t, by the close of the period under study)
it

·wa~.

the

~:candal

created by the sweatshops that led to the first pro-

tective labor legislation for women.

23Jb"d
1 • , p. 17-19.

24Ibid., pp. 19-21.

25Ibid., pp. 10-15.

26Ibid.) pp. 24-26.
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What made it all worthwhile to these women?

Did they turn to

factory jobs in such large numbers simply because these were readily
availab·le and r·equired little, ·if any skill? Were wages better there?
The relationship between earnings and economic needs must now be
examined.
Irish women workers entered employment in industries where
competit·ive pr·essures were a·lready stimu·lating every possible innovation
which would cut costs.

Increasing mechanization, which not only increased

productivity but lowered the level of skill required, was one avenue.
Increasing immigration was another.
Taking advantage of a 11 SOft 11 labor market of immigrant women and
children was considered prudent business practice.

The immigrant with

1i ttl e or no money and a family to support was willing to work for· 1P.SS

money thc·UI the native American who had been prev·ious1y employed.

\~omen,

not .having put in the long years of apprenticeship to learn a craft, were
willing to work for lower wages than male craftsmen .
. Additionally, the introduction of the piece work system made it
appear to the worker to be to her benefit to find more efficient methods
for each operation.

But the manufacturer, once production improved as a

consequence of the worker's innovations or quickened pace) then reduced
the price per job.

The worker ended up working harder but earning little

more, if not less, than she did on day work.
An extensive study of cotton···mi 11 workers :in Fa 11 River,
Massachusetts, offers some of the best information on the relationships
beb1een wages and costs of living for factory ~rwrkers.2"7
27~a~.<:!.~-~ur~au_Reports, Vo 1. 16, pp. 239-245.

It shows that

5

-
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the annual income for an individual worker ranged between $345 and $600
per year, with some of the variation being due to the uneven effect of
the temporary I ay-offs frequent in texti 1e production.

Fami 1i es with

2 ___ --~--

more than one worker, of course, earned more, but not proportionately so:
.the highest annual income reported was for a family with four wage
earners who gained a total of $1,356 for the

yea~,

while another family

with three workers earned only $680.

workers would have cost, annually, $353 for a single woman, and $731 for

a family with three children ten or younger.

Of these totals, approxi-

mately 35% would have gone for rent, and another 20% for food for the
indiVidua1 worker•s budget, with only 2% al"located for .. amusements, ..
anothe1~

2% fot 11 nevJspapers and other reading material, 11 and less than 1%

for· rnedi ca 1 expenses.
incom!:: \vent fot

food,

For the family budget, some 38% of the annua 1
~'lith

rent a proport'ionately smaller portion of

expenses.
What this study suggests is that wages available to a woman working fu'll··time wer·e sufficient to maintain a reasonable, if very basic,
standard of living.

Factory work paid well enough to live on, although

no one was likely to get rich at it.

But this income potential was

suffi ci ent 5 probably, to make it more attractive than agricultural or
domestic work.
Remuneration in the needle trades appears to have undergone more
change during the period under study.

l~hile

wages in this sector in the

third quarter of the century were sufficient to make needlework competitive with other types of comparably-ski1led WO}'k, by 1900 they had been
driven down enough to make it likely that most women working in the shops

,_,_ ____ _
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were doing so because nothing else was available to them.
In general, then, factory w6rk was a mixed experience for Irish
immi9rant women.

It was more desirable, in both work'ing conditions and

financial and personal return than certain other kinds of jobs, such as
·agricultural and domestic work.

Thus, the worker may well have had the

~-----------

sense of having chosen factory work, even if as the least of several
evils, and even though she would have sought higher-status employment if
+------she-ba~d-1'-wd_the__s_kj_lJ_s_o~l"-:--OP-POX_..tun_i_ty_~-_·1be~vJQ_):_kj_ug-co.nd-i"'t:-i-Ol'l-S-wer_.e_not.~---- - - - -

..
basically attractive but--by the comparative standards of the time--were

better than many other types of work (except ·j n the needle trades tmvard
the close of the century).

The same could be said for vJages.

But

~'>!hat

did such n choice mean for the individual Irish immigrant woman?

,_,___

--------

-------

---------

Chapter 5
..,---

WOMEN IN TRADITIONAL RURAL IRISH SOCIETY VS. IRISH
NOMEN AS FACTORY WORKERS IN A NEW URBAN SOCIETY
The Irish woman working 12 to 14 hours a day in front of a loom
in a cotton mill checking for broken threads seems a long way away from

knitting in her spare time.

The entire urban industrial environment

appears to be dramatically different from the rural world in which she or
her parents had been reared.

At first glance, this seemingly radical

change in phys·ical, social and occupational milieu would appear to call
for a correspondingly comprehensive alteration in personal outlook,·
values and behavior.

But is this what actually occurred?

. This question must be asked because, as already shown, the Ir·ish
did not simply try to reestablish in Amel"ica the Ireland of thE!'ir youth,
ever1 when they had the chance. 1 The simultaneous retention of Catho 1icism and i'ejection of agricuHure alone points up the complexity of
evaluating Irish acculturation.

Irish success in moving fairly quickly

into higher-status occupations and political
extn~mely

power~

coupled with the

small number who returned to Ireland, shows that they

I

V·iere

able

to function with reasonable effectiveness in the new culture, enough at
least to achieve certain kinds of success and to feel sufficiently

lNany other immigrant groups, primarily by establishing rural
communities, did attempt to replicate their old world i.n the ·new,
either ·in general or in very detailed v.Jays.
69
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pos·itive ahout f1111erica to rerna·in.2

Yet, at the same time, first and

second 9enerat·ion Ir·ish remained in America by staying, as much as
possible, vlithin their own Irish-American world.

vJhile this pattern ·is

one manner of coping with uprootedness and the adjustment to another

.::..:: - - - -

2

--- -

-
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·society~

it is not vJithout its particular stresses, disorientation and

cdnflicts for the individuals who live it.

It is especially stressful

for the second generation for whom the old wrirld is no longer a living

break down.

This chapter will survey the princip<11 points of d'ifference

and potential conflict between the old and new worlds of the Irish woman
vwl~kel'

factor·y

in an effort to discove}' which were real problems and

which only i"llusory ones, whether
cop·ing \dth. the real diiTiculties was
'
accomplished by drawing upon and adapting traditional values and behavior
or by changing values, and, if the latter, what the pattern, means and

direction of value change was.
The in1t:lal area of conf'lict and confusion for the Ir·is.h ·immigrant woman \>Jas in ·leaving
factm~

11

home" and family.

Homesickness v1as a common

among these women and it manifested itself in a variety of ways.

In an effor·t to recapture what was lost by leaving, traditions and
rituals from home often took on more serious and sacred meaning than they

had in their original environment.3 Letters home were frequent

·2schti er, p. 128.
'I

DFor example, the wake, a genuine ritual from traditional
Itela~d~ wus developed in a considerably more elaborate measure in
Not coincidentally, the ceremonies of leaving Ireland, the
emigrant's 1a~: t experience of home, took the form of a wake, and after
a while Here even called an "American wake," at which family and friends
gathered to visit with the departing, and discuss those who had already
left. See Schrier, pp. 84-91.

Atnc:rica.
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(especially so for a people wHh a low lHeracy rate), and money saved to
send back to Ireland, partly in order to finance the transportation of
loved ones to America, accounted for a significant percentage of Irish
immigration.4
:::;::_-__-:_-_---:-_-:::__=----=------=--=--

Fot first generation Irish women, at least, th·is abilH.y toretain contact with family, and even to contribute materially to their
welfare, was a vital part of the affirmation of the value of family, and
par~iy

orfserthe paHl of sepat·ati on.

The second generation experience

no such leave-taking and inherent difficulties and were able to experience continued close telationships with their families.
The close conditions of urban tenement "ghetto'' life appear to be
in .direct conf1·ict with living "on the land."

Land had been central in

Ireland---one could not marry without some land on which to live.

But a

very sman petc:entage of Irish women ever settled in rural Amer·ica; or
seemed to want to do so.

Again, this appears to be an area \1J!lere "f-irst

and second generations differed, the American-born having been raised in
an urban environment.

But, even for the first generatiott, land and

agriculture seem to have lost any appeal or importance.

It would seem

from this that land had much more the character of an instrumental rather
than a goal value for these Irish.
immigrant popular

culture~

There is little evidence in Irish

letters from home, or the like> of any sense

of loss in leaving rural life.5 However secure and integrated the world
of village, church and family may have been, agriculture was apparently
not essential to i.t.

Most had been forced to flee Ireland by disasters

4.Schr1er,
.
pp. 65-73.

5Schrier, pp. 18-42, esp. pp, 31-37,

~----
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associated with ·land and agriculture.
had rejected them.

They had not rejected the land; it

Had Ireland itself been industrializing and urbaniz-

ing in the nineteenth century, these peop·l e would probably have gone to
her cities.

Instead, they came to America.

And even in the old country, land had only been important for
women in an indirect manner, such as making a good marriage possible.

If

the same could be achieved in another fashion, that certainly seems to
-ll-------:ha-ve-8een-ar.-aeee)3-t-ah-1-e-s-uhs-t-i-ttl-te.. -"F-he-go-a-1-ferr-the---woman-vtas-ma-rr-i-age----- - - - -

and family, not the land ·itself (which, given the legal status of \ol/ornen
at that time, she could never possess in any case).

But the shift to the

city posed other, less immediately obvious, problems.
influences of close quarters to deal with:
sanHatio11, and ovetcrowding.

noise

There were subtle

pollution~

disease,

Life in the largely barter and subsistence

fanni n9 society of Ire 1and had not pr·epared women for the sudden move

. into a money economy.

Irish women suddenly found themselves h1 posses-

sion of vvhat seemed to them relatively large sums of money.

But the sums

dwindled quickly when the necessities of life outstripped the purchasing
power of their resources.

Money received for work became important,

then, insofar as it was all but impossible to obtain the necessities of
urban life without it.

Previously, gardens could be grown, animals

raised and traded, wool spun and knitted into clothes.

No such options

existed in the tenements.
The place of employment required another big adjustn1ent.

A dark,

dusty, monotonous factory was a substantial change fr-om even the poorest
of farms with the countryside for scenery and fresh air.

~·Jorking

indoors

day after day prevented normal physical movement and exercise and the
. build-up of toxins in muscles and blood had its effect on mental health

73
as well

~s

physical stamina.

, Profits from the factory system were predicated upon the minute
division of labor and the development of specialized expertise in each of

~

-

~---

the workers.

Rural experience had incorporated a circular approach to

·tasks involving all phases of development of the

product~

Farm work was

routine and monotonous, but the pace could be adapted according to how
the woman felt on a given day, and the rhythms of the work cycle seemed

and the like.

Farming in Ireland was not very

rewarding~

financially or

personally, .but it did allow time for conversation with neighbors, trips
to market, and other variety in routine.
The factory worker's job, by contrast, consisted in the endless

and rapid repetition of a very small part of the overall process.

She

never· petformed. a comp'l ete task, had no finished product to take any
satisfaction in.

l'he work was exactly the same, day after day, wi·th no

b1·eaks ~ and the pace determined by machinery and by foremen whose priorities were usually unknown to the average worker.
Yet, somehow, the immigrant adapted herself to this.

In

fact~

it

is rernarkab'Je that in a country with as long a record of labor violence
ar1d protest as this one, there are no reports of Irish women protesting

thei1· situation in any way or organizing in any fashion.6

Irish women

\o.Jere involved in the New York City draft riots in 1863,7 but there is no

hard evidence of their rioting over working conditions, nor of complaints

Gschrier records no complaints about working conditions in his
survey of crit'icisrns of America in letters sent back to Ireland. See
Schrier, pp. 31-37.
7Glazer and Moynihan, p. 233.
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by employers that they were unable or unwilling to adjust to the factory
d·iscipl·ine.
Ho~tever,

this lack of evidence a1one does not ru 1e out the poss i-

bility of Irish women's objection to \'/OY'king conditions nor their
·part·icipation in str·ikes.
unrest during this period.

E-:----~-:-o=:-:~=--:=~-_-::=::--=
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It seems probable that they had some labor

Indeed, groups of women immigrants partici-

pated in struggles for specific short term goalsB and some individual

labor· and political activities, such as Elizabeth Gurley Flynn.

The

"or-ganized" background provided by their church cond i ti oni ng as we 11 as
their ability to withstand struggle as evidenced by their emigration made
them· likely candidates for labor disputes.

But information as to the

.specific extent and other details of such involvement has not yet been
developed~

and this appears to be a fruitful area for further study of

· Ir·i s.h ·immigrant wom(:n.

To the extent that they did not participate in protests, or that
these were ineffective, Irish women had to adjust to their situations.
One motive for adapting quietly, of course, was fear of loss of job in a
"soft" labor market.

Another may have been the fact that most women did

n6t expect to be working in factories all their
leaving at marriage or, at least, pregnancy,
the subjective orientation of the worker:

lives~

looking forward to

A third motive may lie in

however bad these working

.cond'itions muy appear in 1974, they probably did not seem quite so
terrible in 1874.

In the home or out, the working class woman in the

nineteemth century expected to work long hours at fairly boring tasks.
Bl::..~pm~_ Bureau R~port, V. 10, pp, 49-65.

c
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Factory work certainly seems to have been judged more desirable than some
other kinds of employment, and the wages, however low, were much more in
terms of absolute amounts of money than these women had ever received
before.

If there were sacrifices involved, they were worth the struggle,

·if family could be aided, a minimum standard of living achieved, and some
sort of better life provided for children.

What more did nne expect from

1i fe?
-l----------"l~"""o._r~k_1.__.·n_.__,t=e"'x'-'"t~i1e_s__and__c_lo-th-i-!'lg-mal'lto~-i'at-tl:ll"e~··-.ras-a-1-~6-l-eg··i-tilrri-zed

by the fact that it was seen as an extension ofwhat had always been

consider'ed "women's work."

Irish imm·igrants were accustomed to a fairly

sharp division among jobs by sex, and this kind of factory work was comprehensible enough in these terms.

But, after the 1870'sJ as more men

came into first the cotton mills, then tailoring, the sex-relatedness of
the \vork lost its saliency as a way of justifying factory work.

Thus

whatever des i rabi l·i ty had ex·i sted for this k·i nd of factory work by its
being perceived as women's work disappeared rapidly in the last quarter
of the nineteenth century, and could not have been a major factor in
easing women's adjustment to factory work.

Both factories and cities were populated with large numbers of
people.

The sea of

faces~

most of them unknown, was in direct contrast

to rural experience where one knev.,r a l1 one's neighbors and was known by
them in return.

This made both city and factory an unsettling at·ena from

which the immigrant escaped as much as possible by clinging to the
ghetto.,

The ghetto, creation of the first generat·i on and nursery for the
second, is--along with the Church--central to understanding Irish women's

adapt0tion to America.

Segregated by residence and religion, the Irish
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created and sustained their· own community within the city.
observes~

As Handlin

with some overstatement:

Unable to participate in the normal associat·ional affa·irs
of the community~ the Irish felt obliged to erect a society
within a society, to act together in their own way. In every
contact, therefore, the group, acting apart from other sections
of the community, became intensely aware of its peculiar and
exclusive identity.9
Such a community was not created out of thin air.

Three hundred

years of being a colonized subculture within their own land had prepared
the Catho"lic Irish for a s'ituation ·in which.they could combine the
minirnum necessary external accomodat·ion to the dominant culture with
internal adherence. to their own values within their own communities.
Thus, while the ghetto was not simply the village, it performed some
analogou~

insulating functions for the Irish in America.

While the

/

parish acquired some of the social functions which were more the province
of the v'illage in Il"eland, the ghetto provided a larger community within
which Irish cu1ture \<Jas all·"pervas:ive.
As has been emphasized, adjustment to America and the role of the
ghetto in this process varied according to generation.

The arriving

Irish-b6rn generally conformed to David Riesman's description of
"tradit'ion--directed" people.10 Their basic assumptions and philosophy of
daily life were culturally imposed~ accepted and internalized with

min·ima.l C()nflict or question posed by their original personal and social
envihmments.
-----·~

..

___

,

They atrived as adults (or young adults) and lived together

_____

9Qscar Handlin, Boston's Immig_rants (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1959), p. 176.
l'Ooav1d Riesman, The Lonely Crowd (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1950), pp. 26-33.
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in groups large enough to make feasible a comnunal life.

Religion

provided a central base and a powerful reinforcement for their outlook
and vah1es.

They preferred the company of fell ow-countrymen and women.

This banding together gave them a secure and familiar social base provid. ing continuity to offset the disorientation suffer·ed through migration
and resettlement.

They \<Jere willing to learn the rudimentary skills of

survival in American
-ll--~~~-•pc_:·r--=o~c=e-=-s=---s,,

culture,".S:~Jch

as language idiom, the naturalization

political organization for the men, and hov1 to

educational opportunities.

t_ake_arlY_atLta_g_e'---"-of~·--~--~~-

Their adjustment to the circumstances of life

in the UnHed States was minimal by American standal·'ds but sufficient for
their purposes.
Their children faced an ethnic existence full of perplexities and
conf'l·icts.

In Riesman's terms they were in a transition between

tradition-directedness and the beginning of inner-dirrectedness. 11 How
far the)' would move through this transition in their own lives would
depend on how necessary or desirable they found . it to achieve a different
re·lationsh·i-p to the American culture and society than their parents had,
and on how much their parents could pass on to this generation their own
values, att'itudes and behav·ior patterns.

They lacked the direct experi-

ence of Ireland, the context which had shaped theit· parents' live.s.
Instead they had the surrogates of the ghetto and the increasingly Irish-·
Amer·ican Church.·· These shaped

for~'them

vwr1d> in which the values and

life~style

an almost complete

world~within-a

of their parents were restored

and reinforced.
But it was not as complete a world as their parents'.

lllbirl., pp. 30-34.

As Irish

"
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children grew they became aware of another univet·se outside the ghetto,
one which was not so uniformly or pervasively evil as the outside universe, that of the English, had been for their parents.

Until the

parochial school movement spread extensively, those young Irish who
·attended school weht to public schools.

Eventually, they went outside

the ghetto for work or for political activity, and these increasing
contacts challenged them to come to terms with alternate, not always

to discriminate, if less strongly, against the Irish; while the ghetto,
and the spheres of the Church and urban politics which it had annexed,
remained areas which were friendly and familiar,

The pressures against

significant assimilation were strong.
Second generation women felt these pressures more strongly than
first generation women.

They had less contact with the world outside the

ghetto, having·had 1ess chance for education and no involvement in
politics.

Moreover, they had the experience of growing up ir. homes where

the circumstances of urban immigrant life had given their mothers a more
powerful role than women had possessed in Ireland.

Save for those) then,

who had sufficient education to become interested in professional employment, where they would

ha~e

extensive contact with persons outside both
,_,

their own ethnic group and class, most second generation women could have
had little reason for seeking extensive assimilation.

Yet the question of assimilation to the host culture is not the
only form ir. ':Nhich immigrants faced value conflicts.

Disappointed

expectations, irrational discrimination, role expectations at odds with
circumstances, differences in

environment-~all

poteritial"ity for creating value conflict.

these and more had the

Yet, there is little clear

___ _

"====
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evidence of such conflict.

Surprisingly few returned to Ireland.

Most

of those who did had failed to find husbands in America and had extended
the seat~ch to Ire 1and. 12 Irish women working in factories showed no
F4-

overt evidence of discontent.

Both the omen•s Rights Movement and the

·ear-ly 1abor movement had passed by the Irish woman \'Jorker without any
sionificant contacts. 13
•

,J

In fact, most of the basic values vital to the Irish woman, outs i de of narrow ·1 v__:_reJj_aj_OJJ5-V-a-1-ues~.-\•te-~e-He-t----i-n-se-r-i-~Jus-corrf-t-i-ctvlttnth e
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dominant American culture •s va 1ues.

The woman factory

worket~

was most

likely to encounter conflict in the clash between the demands placed on
her by family responsibilities, especially child-rearing, and the
cond"itions of factory work.

But this kind of conflict was manageable for

persons who still hRd a strong base in a fundamentally rural peasant
culture:

Providence arranged things in certain ways, according to its

.· ovm des·ign, and the individual must cope with her own circumstances in
attempting to live her life properly.
other

ft~atures

As has already been

noted~

certain

of the factory worker• s situation contributed to making

her Sdjustment easier, as in the fact that making cloth and clothing fit
i.n with the tradi tiona 1 concepti on of women •s work and that factory WM'k
had certain features about it that made it more desirable than the only
kinds which had been available to them previously.
But the institution which, more than any other, eased the adjust-·
ment to Amedca and helped mediate the conflicts which did arise, was the
Church.

While these women's experience of the Church in their traditional

12 Schrier, pp. 129-145.
13 Edith Abbott, ~lomen in Industr-Y. (New York:
pp, '1-9.

Appleton, 1910),

~--~-----~':
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setting varied in practice a good deal from the Catholic Church as it
developed in the late nineteenth century in America, religious belief
became a central rallying point which filled or bridged many ·other voids
they experienced.

While other aspects of the traditional culture in

·America underwent some metamorphosis in the process,·the Church appeared
to have

been

changed the least by crossing the ocean.

But its importance

in the lives of the people, especially women, changed considerably.

in America certainly contributed to this increased importance:
the one viable transferable part of the homeland.
added importance in the lives of the Irish.

it was

As such, it gained

As the only institutional

structure in the new world corresponding in any way to the scale of the
old village, the parish became the focal point for most social life in
the new world.

It sponsored organizations which duplicated those already

exist'ing ·:n the '!o.rger· American society but which were either closed to

Irish by discrimination or because they were seen as a threat to their
faith:

youth groups, athletic associations, fraternal lodges, and

eventually, even a duplicate school system.

Its personnel and chal·ity

collections helped the needy, nursed the sick, aided wi.th family problems.
In an
the

age

I~ish

without a welfare system, it was the

Church~

and a little later,

political machine, that provided such services.

In many such

ways, the parish took on an all-encompassing character as the locus of
Irish life.
And the Irish responded in kind.

Many commentators from the

1800's to the present have expressed puzzlement at how slowly the Irish
moved into business, how few became truly wealthy, how long it took
beforf~

they entered the professions.

While a number of factors went into
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this delay, including the low initial income levels and the large amounts
of money sent bc:tck to Ireland, a major reason is visible to anyone who
merely looks about him in an Irish-Catholic neighborhood:
Irish capital went into church, and later school, building.

the Church.
It was the

§ -------

·symbol of the community's success.

As Glazer and Moynihan point out:

The IY'ish . . . have made a tremendous sacrifice for their
church.
In ~ec~la~ terms, it has cost them dearly in men and
money. A good part of the surp·l us that might haye gone i_nto
fami 1y property has gone to bui l ding_t..b_£:Le_b_ux_.cb-,-'''!4___---:--________ - - And Shannon says:
The Catholic Church played a significant role in the
affections of the Irish, for the church buildings in the
American cities were not inheritances accepted from the past.
If there was to be a church and later a parish school, the
pariShoner-s had to pay for their construction by contributing
small sums each week for many years. Until the money was
raised~ they cmlld worship only ·in a store or a rented han.
The dJUl"Ch, v.tho.n it f·i na lly rose in the neighborhood was often
an ugly enough structure, with its dull red brick, squat lines,
squc1rt.~ tower·, cmd heavy Romanesque decoration.
These fortresses
to faith, howev2r, were grand indeed compared to the small
countty churche:.; of Ireland. Best of all, they had been built
by the efforts of the people themselves. The Church in America~
like that in Ireland, was the Church of the poor. There were
few wealthy patrons and no government assistance. No brick
would have been laid, no pews installed, and no altar erected
if the parishoners had not paid their own pennies to see these
things accomplished. . . . Native converts and foreign
travelers accustomed to the urbane tone and richly realized
intellectual life of the Church in Europe regarded American
Catholics as materialistic, parochial, and culturally impoverished.
Ther~ was a measure of truth in these indictments, but they
over·looked the context in which the American clergy and laity
operated. The insistent need for physical expansion dra·ined them
of energy and focused attention narrowly on parish concerns.l5

As long as this peculiar mix of Irish culture and Roman Catholicism remained vital, the Irish as a group pursued somewhat different

'14G1azer and ~1oynihan, p. 230·.
15shannon, p. 35.

------
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goals than other groups.

It was perhaps

par~doxical

for a religious

organization that one of these goals resulted in a very "materialistic 11
endeavor.
a

wot~ldly

Most of the Church's priorities, however, did not lead in such
direction.

As Glazer and Moynihan observe, the . . . "Catholic

·church does not measure its success by the standards of secular
society."l6 Nor, therefore, do most Catholics.

"Spiritual" success is

fundamental; \vorldly success is not to be despised, and many spiritual

terms of its helpfulness to salvation.
No sector of Irish immigrant society felt this more strong·ly than
women.

Cut off from politics and any other outside areas of activity,

and strongly motivated by the need to raise their children properly and
to discern how to save their own souls in a new and different
ment~

Irish

\~·omen

environ~

turned to the Chw·ch in America in a wa.y they never had

in Ireland.17 They peopled its sodant·ies, mission circ1c~ss altar
soci et'i es and other auxiliary organizations, worshipped not only on
Sundays, but daily and at special services such as novenas and litanies,
sent their children to Catechism classes, youth groups, and parochial
schools, and paid close attention to the priest's words on Sundays.
Those sermons reinforced their traditional values with religious approbation, gave them reassurance and specific, practical guidance in dealing
with the conflicts posed by their encounter with America.

Catholicism

at that time.placed no great stress on individual conscience or judgment:
certain things were good, others

bad~

15G1azer and Moyn·ihan, p. 230.
17
r Shannon, p. 25.

and they were good or bad because
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an infallible church said so.
parish

priest~

And the voice of that Church was the

speaking generally at Sunday Mass or individually in the

confessional.
What he had to say may not have always made things easy, but it·
~------

"did tend to make them clear-cut.

If spiritual rather than secular

success was her goal, the Irish woman knew exactly what she had to do
(and not do) to achieve it.

The priests did not offer vague principles

behaviors we~e good and which bad, which associations were dangerous to
theit' fa"ith and which helpful.

They provided specific,. concrete guides

for action, which, if followed, would guarantee success.
What conflicts, value crises, and role strain Irish women did
encounter, then, 1'1er-e interpreted for them by the Church,
it bring over and maintain many traditional
value~

values~

Not only did

it translated these

into specific imperatives relevant to the immigrant in her new

situation.

When this vital role is added to the social and other

functions which the Church was also providing in the new world, the slow
rate of Irish assimilation becomes much more comprehensible.

The Irish-

Catholic subculture in America was sufficiently comprehensive and vital
to

providt~

a s-ituation for the immigrant which was as

grated and comprehensible as

possible~

and guiding center of the subculture.

familiar~

·inte-·

and the Church was the energizing
Among the.laity, no group was

closer to the Church than the women.
All this is not to say that these women did not experience conflicts, confusion, cross-pressures and other difficulties, as has been
discussed

ai.J~ngth

above.

But theY had ways of coping with these

prob"lems wh.tch·mitigated their severity, if not

by

diY'ec,:tly resolving

-

---

====-
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them, at least by providing reassurance, group solidarity and guidance in
living through them.

The classic assimilation crisis of the second

generation immigrant may thus have been delayed until well into the third
and foutth generations.l8
Were factory '1/0rkers different from other Irish women in this
vital respect? The evidence does not appear to support such a view.
While they obviously faced a greater variety of more troublesome

they would have had less time for reinforcing association with the
Church) it appears that the conflicts were not unmanageable and the
contact with the Church sufficient for their needs.

18Indeed, until Roman CatholiciSmbegan to lost its viability
in receht years) the basic components of the subculture~~the separate
schools, primary associations) prohibitions against religious inter~
marriage, and the like--seem to have remained substantially in place, .
despite movement bf the Irish into predominantly middle class
circumstances.

~-

Chapter 6

VALUE CRISIS:

YES, NO, MAYBE
......

~------

This study began vrith the observation that it is a part of our
conventional wisdom that there is some kind of correlation between
environment and values, and that changes in environment will lead to or
pro uce changes in values.

Considerable investigation has now been

don~

of a particular group which experienced radical environmental change for
their personal values.

What kind of answer can now be given·to the

original questions relating environmental and value change, insofar as
this group is·concerned?
It all depends.

It depends on whether or not significant

environmental change took place.

Human beings live in personal microp

env·ironments; v1hat looks like t'adical change to an outside observer may
not be experienced as such by the participants because the key elements
of the environment--from the point--of-view of the part"! ci pant--may not
have changed. 1
Even if some or all of these key elements have been

altered~

--------

_
,_,

lfor example, when a family moves today, different members of the
family may experience widely different senses of change. The father/
husband!s sense of change may be entirely focused on occupational
alterations; since he sees the house as principally functional, he may
exp~rience little, if any, alteration in this respect.
The housewife/
mothPr' s situat·Jon may be exactly· the reverse. The teenager, with a
central concern for social environment, may be devastated by the loss of
an entire universe of friends and enemies. The three-year-old with her
almost exclusive focus on other family members, may hardly be aware that
change has occurred.
85
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whether or not value changes follow depends on yet other factors, wuch as
whether or not the new environment is actually (not just apparently)
hostile to the old values, or whether or not the old values are sufficiently flexible or adaptive to enable the individual to respond fruit·fu.lly to change, or whether or not the i ndi vidual has certain persona 1 or
social resources on which to draw in adjusting to the tension between her
new environment and old values.

Finally~

it depends on the circumstances

+--------'--'o-Lt4@-pe-l"-seA-t;~-Hae-l"§0-i-n§-cha-nge-,an-rmwllwcnchange shE~

has previously

experienced, on whether she chooses to undergo it or has it forced upon
her, on her age and adaptability at the time, and on what expectations
she brings to it.
The question of personal environment js a critical one in assessing immigrant 1t'ish women factory workers.

While environmental changes

which seemed insignificant to the immigrant may yet have had tremendous
consequences for her life, as in the subtle and cumulative effects of
increased noise or altered work pace, the most important question is
whether or not she was conscious of a radical change in her own environment.
Surely the very fact of travel-ing away from het· homeland at all
was an experience of significant change for a young peasant woman from
such an unchanging society as traditional Ireland.
initial waves of Irish emigration in

1846-48~ it

Yet, follm<Jing the

was a familiar p0ocess.

When one out of every four members of a society leaves, emigration
becomes almost another rite of passage.

And, again after the initial

immigr.J.tion, it tAJas a matter of going from one group of Irish to another,
which might even include k·in or close family.
might fee1 in this process certainly

varied~

How uprooted the immigrant
but the indications are that

,_ __
----
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it might be less so than appears at first glance.
Moving to the city might be another matter.

Such a change mfght

be viewed by the immigrant as beneficia·! or· ct·isadvantageous, or both, but
it was certainly seen as a change, whether the city in question was
·Dublin,

t~anchester

or New York.

The village community was lost in the

process, replaced in various ways by the ghetto and
softened the impact.

church~

which

And taking up work in a factory was something a·l-·

togethel·' new, though the products__b_e_i_n_g_made-we-l"e-qu-i-te-tl"aEl-i+i-efla-1-1-y'-----fam11 i a r.
But as long as the Irish woman's over-arching goal remained the
family, both the city and the factory stayed on the periphery.

Her

primary physical and social locus was the horne, and home and family d·id
.not :change·

r~dically

through immigration.

True, the extended family and

the elders declined in importance. and the woman's role intensified, now
slightly, now significantly, as relative job situations, earnings and
degrees of contact.with life outside the ghetto altered male/female relationships.

But home and family were a safe retreat from the new and

unfamiliar, a continuity on the deepest levels of the woman's sense of
her own environment.

Such also was her experience of the Church.

Did immigrant Irish women factory workers experience environmen-·
tal

ch~nge

in the period from 1870-1914? Yes, at least the first genera-

tion did, but it would appear that there were more continuities than
changes in those sectors of their environment most crucial to their own
sense of identity, security and satisfaction.

They were in some ways

prepared for the changes they did experience by information from those
'

who had preceded them) and their relatively young age and sense of
imperative emigration probably gave them a favorable disposition, at
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least at first, toward those

environme~tal

changes they

~id

encounter.

And, as we have seen, they did encounter some such changes.

But

radical and comprehensive value change and departure from the major goals
of their traditional culture does not seem to have been their response.

'Here and there individuals, no doubt, proved exceptions to the rule, but
by and large, Irish working women did not abandon their traditional
values, cultural patterns, social roles, religious faith, or in any other

work and some dimensions of American culture and society provided unexpected circumstances and certainly caused them difficulty, conflict, even
disorientation, there does not appear to be significant evidence of
development of new modes of thougf1t and action or of substantial value
crisis among Irish immigrant women in the pedod 1870-1914,
Partly this lack has already been accounted for:

insofar as such

value crisis is linked to perceived environmental change, Irish women
experience less change than might be expected.

But also, they had sig-

nif·icant resources on which to draw in dealing with the conf'licts they
encountered.

External acquiescence to some aspects of another culture

while retaining internal allegiance to one's own was a time-honored
pattern for the Ir·i sh.

They came to the United States enourJh, in 1arge

enough numbers and settled sufficiently close to each other to be able to
constitute a little Ireland ·in America.

The discriminatory attltudes and

practices only strengthened these ghettos, and women were particularly
well insulated within them.
When they did go out to work in the factories, cloth and clothing
manufacture fit their traditional conception of women 1 s work.
was

d"iffer·ent~

The work

not in duration, but in intensity and pace, and the

~---
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factoty \'las different from the farm, but few Ir·i sh women expected to be
work·ing in a factory for all their
it was tolerable to them.

lives~

and as a temporary phenomenon

They did have more money to hancqe, either

~-.- - ._-_

..

their own or the family's, than in Ireland, and the split-up working
·situation probably created more independence, but this only accentuated
a tendency already present in traditional Irish culture.

If peasant

Irish women had been kept in as secluded a role as peasant Italian women,

as they did.

All such mitigating factors helped, but the most important sup-

port for the Irish woman in her encounter with America was the Church.
It shaped her attitudes, interpreted her experience to her, directed the
application of

gene~al

gave counsel and

values to the concrete situations in the new world,

re~ssurance

and pointed the way for her to achieve a

satisfactory 1He ·in spite of whatever env1ronmental changes had taken
place.

Ultimately,

on~

could be a sojourner in the United States as well

as be in the United States; the final goal was heaven and one gained that
by be-ing a good wife and mother, no matter where she was.
the

The fact that

Church could be carried over, that the Irish so quickly madf; it

responsive

to

their needs and outlook, and that it intensified and

expanded its role in America, reinforcing religion with social life,

placed it in a central position for mediating the Irish woman's encounter
with fl.meri ca.

Thus, the peculiar combination of environmental characteristics
and personal and social/religious resources greatly diluted the impact
of change on Irish

women~

conflicts that did appear.

and gave them avenues to deal with those
The situation of Irish women is most

~~----~----~~·
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accurately described by role strain, or difficulty in meeting their role·
obligations.

Those who were slow to marry and for whom factory work

turned into a long term occupation experienced more strain than those who

~---~- ----

achieved the cultural goals of marriage and family quickly.
While some of these characteristics applied to all Irish, they
were particularly effective for women.

---

----------~-----

Channels into the dominant

culture, first through politics, then business and the professions, were
open to men that were not open to women.
out~ide

Working women had more contact

the ghetto than did housewives, but the emphasis on their

primary (actual or potential) roles as wives and mothers brought their
experience much more into line with women than men.

This does appear,

then, to be a case where analysis of women as a separate group appears to
be Justified, both in itself and as a comparative base for a fuller
understanding of the history of Irish male ·immigrants, as well as im1n-igrat-ion ·in general.

Only through such comparative study could such

·.generalizations about environment and values as the one discussed here be
concretc~ly

and fairly evaluated.

But this study has demon:?trated some

of the complexities involved? at least as far as the Irish women are
concerned.

._,____

--

----

--

CONCLUSION
In conc·lusion, Irish women factory workers in the United States

E -o

-----=--~-~ -:----~=--::-::::

~-

·experienced significant role strain as a result of their immigration.
There were t.: e: eq• 1lly strong and insulating forces of the Church to
direct their attitudes and the ghetto to cushion her in the hours of
anguish.
The result of this combination was a delay in assimilation into
the mainstream of American culture which was to last well into the fourth
and fifth generations of Irish American women.
Further study of the Ir·i sh component of the contemporary women's
.,,, ,movement,m·ight very likely reveal Irish factory worker's descendants
coming ir.to their own as equal voices in American society.

-----
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